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Old Man Winter delivers dusting on area

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
County facilities maintenance Worker John Doublin sweeps snow from sidewalks and ramps at the Calloway County Courthouse this morning. About
three-tenths of an inch or more of snow fell in Calloway County and most of
western Kentucky overnight and about an inch more of the white stuff is
expected today and tonight.

By TOM BERRY
not too bad," he said. of about another inch is an inch of snow with a bit
"We're still out there check- expected with highs in the more in some localized
Staff Wnter
Looks like the -weather ing for any more bad spots." low 30s. The chance of pre- areas and all have been
Deana Lindstrom, a cipitation this afternoon is treated as needed.
man called it this time.
the 60 percent.
at
Snow appears to be heavMurray got a dusting of meteorologist
National
Weather
in
Service
The forecast continues ier along the southern parts
snow last night that left a little more than a quarter-inch Paducah, said reports that with an 80 percent chance of of the district in Christian,
have come in as of 8 a.m. snow tonight along with Caldwell, Hopkins and
of the white stuff all over
indicate the western part of light, freezing drizzle after Muhlenberg counties.
city streets and county
the state got about three- midnight. Lows are expectroads, resulting in the closTodd said motorists
tenths of an inch of snow ed to be in the mid-20s.
ing of Calloway County
should continue to closely
overall with possible higher
be
to
Friday is expected
Schools
and
Murray accumulations
scattered partly cloudy with a low monitor local forecasts to
Independent classes running around.
keep up to date on the latest
around 16 and a high in the
one hour late.
"Cadiz got three-tenths; low 30s with little chance of winter driving weather.
They are also asked to leave
Calloway County Road Dawson Springs got three- precipitation.
for work a few minutes
Department
Supervisor tenths; and we got threeMeanwhile, Keith Todd,
early to avoid having to rush
Jodie Brooks said this tenths here at the office," a spokesman
for the
morning after spending the Lindstrom said. "That Kentucky Transportation on the way.
morning laying coal cinders appears to be about what Cabinet's District One and
Travelers can get up-toon roadways that it could everyone is reporting."
date
highway condition
Two
District
offices in
have been worse.
A chance of snow Paducah, said crews were information by calling 511.
"A lot of people said that remains until mid-afternoon out clearing a path through Information is available on
it wasn't too bad, although today with precipitation snow and ice across western the Internet by going to
I'm sure some of the inter- more likely to fall this after- Kentucky. According to http://511.ky.gov/. 'This site
sections and stuff like that noon, according to NWS reports, most counties have also has links to road condimight be a little worse, but officials. An accumulation reported about a half-inch to tions in neighboring states..

Harper
hits Ky.
campaign
bus trail

Defense rests
in Yonts trial
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
During the third day of Harrison Yonts' murder trial, defense
attorney Dennis Null continued criticizing the lead investigator of
the fatal hit-and-run collision.
Murray Police Department Detective Kendra Smith spent more
than three hours on the stand, finishing her testimony during the first two hours in court
Wednesday. Smith charged Yonts in the death of

By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Paducah businessman Billy
Harper has made more than a
name for himself as an outsider
on a quest for Kentucky's top
41a-ramr-obe Nadia411•InewiliftwevISOMosuers
govermitessel seat, tiaresme-a•
her body was found in a ditch along Coldwater
numerous television commerRoad on Nov. II, 2005.
cials.
Null spent much of his cross-examination critiNow he wants to get his mescizing Smith, who has worked for MPD for a
sage across on a more personal
dozen years and as a detective for the latter half of
basis.
that, for not talking to Yonts' two roommates or
Kicking off
more people who attended the Lambda Chi Alpha
a bus tour
'fonts
fraternity party with Yonts until the early hours of
Wednesday in
that morning, not investigating what Shaheen was
Paducah,
doing during the time leading up to hr death, not being diligent in
a
Harper,
looking through Shaheen's personal belongings, and not reviewing
Republican, is
police videos before the trial.
trekking
After calling a dozen witnesses following lunch Wednesday,
across
Null rested his case without calling Yonts to the stand. Both Null
Kentucky to
Harper
and Special Prosecutor Jim Harris are expected to make their clostout his gubering statements this morning to jurors, who will then consider their
natonal campaign, his stance on
verdict.
issues such as education and
About a year ago, a grand jury changed the manslaughter offense
economic development, and to
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & limes
to murder and added tampering with physical evidence, leaving the
hear what people in the
scene of an accident and driving under the influence after Smith
State Rep. Brent Yonts, D-Greenville, testifies on his son's behalf during the murder trial
Commonwealth think.
through
money
various
earning
presented her case during the closed proceedings.
Harrison,
son.
his
about
talked
Yonts
afternoon.
Wednesday
'So far, the name recognition
is good and we're getting a
jobs, including working in the coal mines and mowing lawns, to help pay for his 2000 Lincoln
tremendous reception from peoII See Page 2A
LS.
ple,' he said via cell phone near
Leitchfield yesterday afternoon
of his race for the GOP gubernatorial nomination.
Harper, a construction company owner who also has his
founded and opened the doors of
own drag racing team, and Dick Special to the Ledger
ance and piano pedagogy.
Wilson, another Paducah busiPrior to beginning work on her Heaven's Studio. The studio, which
Murray State University graduate
nessman who signed on as Andrea Reynolds was recently master's, she began her career in edu- works in conjunction with a commuHarper's running mate, will face selected to be a state delegate at the cation as a music teacher at Kenwood nity-based'church to keep low rates
off against Gov. Ernie Fletcher 2007 Miss Black USA Scholarship Elementary in Louisville. While so it can offer music education to
and his lieutenant governor can- Pageant.
teaching, Reynolds became motivat- underprivileged children from lowdidate, Murray businessman
to create a positive outlet for trou- income families, offers private piano
ed
in
participated
has
who
Reynolds.
Robbie Rudolph, plus former pageants since high school, said it bled students to give them an imme- and vocal coaching.
She credits the music department
U.S. Rep. Anne Northup with was not a difficult decision to partic- diate reward for their good grades
education program at Murray
and
founding
her
to
led
this
Jeff Hoover in the GOP primary ipate in Miss Black USA.
behavior,
and
State for her success.
election.
"I felt that this pageant would be the Kenwood Step Team.
"It truly prepared me for my
The winner of the election a positive experience and opportuniIn the meantime, Reynolds also
would then face a string of can- ty for me to be a role model to young began directing the West Louisville career choice of teaching,- she said.
didates on the Democratic side African-American women." she said. Girls Choir. She became an accom- "My piano professor, Dr. Richard
of the coin, including current
Reynolds graduated from Murray panist and mentor to the members of Scott, was a great motivator and
House Speaker Jody Richards, State in 2003 with a bachelor's the choir and the West Louisville inspiration for my private piano stuState Treasurer Jonathan Miller. -degree in music education with an Boys Choir. Soon after, Reynolds dio. Dr. Bradley Almquist inspired
gadfly Gatewood Galbraith, and emphasis on piano and voice. She founded her own choir, The me to want to have my own choir.
former It. Goys Steve Breshear was active in Alpha Kappa Alpha Visionary Youth Choir, for which she And Mrs. Kay Bates, Dr. Randall
Black, Dr. Baker and Dr. Pamela
and Steve Henry.
sorority, Sigma Alpha Iota profes- also serves as director.
The three GOP candidates are sional music fraternity for women
Se identified the choir's mission Wurgler all inspired me into vocal
scheduled to be in Murray Feb. and the Murray State Dance as being "to provide a positive outlet coaching."
In keeping with her goals and
10 for the annual Lincoln Day Company while attending college.
for youth while encouraging them to
Reynolds' platform as
Photo provided
achievements,
their
of
Dinner. put on by local
outlet
every
in
success
reach
A second year graduate teaching
Miss Black Kentucky is "A Vision of Murray State graduate Andrea Reynolds will repRepublicans.
assistant at the University of lives."
Recently, Reynolds saw one of her
resent Kentucky at the 2007 Miss Black USA
Louisville, Reynolds is pursuing a
master's degree in music perform- lifelong dreams come true as she •See Page 2A
Scholarship Pageant.
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MSU grad to represent Kentucky in pageant

II See Page 2A
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Light snow
falls across
Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A light snow fell in parts of
Kentucky early Thursday, closing schools and making roads
slick.
The snow showers had mostly moved out of the state by 9
a.m. EST, leaving under an inch
on the ground in most areas, but
causing slower commutes to
work for motorists.
National
Weather
The
Service canceled snow advisories for most of the state, but
advised that light snowfall may
continue in some parts with a
heavier snowfall expected in the
evening.
Jefferson County Schools
were on a two-hour delay, and
several school districts around
Louisville and some in southeastern Kentucky were closed.

kiln

PollaSheriffLogs
Murray State University Police Department
reported at 9.44 a.m. Monday that a wallet was
Someone
•
stolen from a locker at Carr Health on Jan. 25. A report was
taken for theft by unlawful taking less than $300.
• One juvenile and David Asher, of Paducah, were charged with
first-degree criMinal mischief and attempted theft by unlawful
taking less tl!in $300 after a Springer College resident adviser
noticed two Men breaking into a vehicle in the parking lot in front
of the dorm at 10:32 am. Tuesday. The juvenile was cited and
released to his parent and Asher also was cited and released.
• Cash was reported stolen from the adult student lounge at
Ordway Hall at 1:21 p.m. Tuesday A report was taken for theft
by unlawful taking less than $300.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Tools were reported stolen from a Brooks Chapel Road location
at 9.19 a.m. Wednesday_ Kentucky State Police was notified.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

CourtDocket
. Calloway Circuit Court
• Michael Smith, 23, a Murray State student from Webster
County. was indicted Jan. 22 on four counts of distributing matter portraying a sexual performance by a minor for having a CD
with such matter in his White College room on April 29, 2005. He
was indicted in May 2005 on one count of the same charge, but
Assistant Commonwealth Attorney Margot Merrill said the evidence justified additional charges
—Information from court records
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Harper says the key is
anon for Kentucky's curis. 5,ffl students and the future
t,)r \mall ‘).»iktor,c And as a member of
itic NI,Cracken County Board
.,t Education. he has seen the
effccis of education policies at
the local level.
'Education is the future of
I II..
Kentucky for our kids and our
I.'
:randkids."
,
he said. "It's the
ficart of this campaign from
hildhood to giving those
1iist graders a chance to get their
Mat has high school diploma."
.41co-,1 In, ettovr, /II lar?et
He said Kentucky needs to
ckpectations of its stutaw,
t,
hut added "that's easier
II
•aid than done But it is the
io•pensihilit of all of us stuk iii s. teachers and parents'

the2.(x1.7 Miss Blakk USA
Pageant will begin
In Washington. D.C., on May
2.4 Participants will then travel
Is Gambia. Africa, where they
'sill stay for III days
the pageant wi.11 be held on
•!ie final night of their stay
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MICHAEL DANN/Ledger 8. Times
Jurors look on as attorney Dennis Null presents the defense's case Wednesday afternoon.
Null called 12 witnesses — none of whom were his client, Harhson Yonts, who faces charges
ot murder, tampering with physical evidence, leaving the scene of an accident and driving
under the influence stemming from the Nov. 11. 2005. hit-and-run collision with Nadia
Shaheen

•Defense rests ...
From Front

•MSU grad ...
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The Murray South Manor
branch is now open.
We're pleased to announce our convenient Murray
South Manor branch is open to serve you.
Lobby hours: 9 am.-2 !).m. Monday—Friday
Drive-up hours: 8
p.m. Monday—Thursday;
8 a.m.-6 p.m'. Friday
611 South 12th Street, Murray, KY
REGIONS.COM
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
CLEANING SNOW: Randy Barnett frOnti rod Sam Underwood braved the cold temperatures this morning to clean snow from the parking lot of businesses at 1307
Johnson Blvd A second round of light
predicted for tonight

From Front

Teen
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If found guilty. Yonts laces
up to life in prison_
In court Wednesday. Smith
testified that the tampering
charge stems from her belief
Yonts destroyed the shirt he was
wearing the night of Shaheen's
death, trying to clean up glass
from his shattered passengerside window and backing in his
2000 Lincoln in an attempt to
hide the damage from Bailey
Road. where officers would be
more likely to drive near Yonts.
apartment at 12 Wilshire Drive
in Camhndge II.
Smith asked fellow MPD
officers to find a shirt Yonts said
he tried to clean up following
the fraternity party. but they didn't collect it with the other evidence Yet as three defense witnesses told tilrors they remember Yonts wearing a polo shin
that was white with honzontal
orange stripe.
Lambda Chi members Skylar
Pharris and Brent Johnson as
well as fellow MSU student
Lauren Moore separately pointed out the same white and
orange shirt while watching the
video MPD ret.iirded while

scaR.hing the apartment Yonts
shared with Johnson and another fraternity brother.
The shirt was laying across
the closed toilet seat in the bathroom that Johnson testified was
designated as )(out..
Pharris told Smith during her
investigation he remembered
Yonts wearing such a shirt, but
the detective remembered former MSC student Jennifer
Block telling her she S.1% `fonts
wearing a reddish, plaid flannel
shirt when she saw him earlier
in the evening at Nick's Family
Sports Pub ilowe‘er. Moore.
not used Johnsttn wearing a plaid
hutton-up shin when she met
the guys at Nick's
-That's the shin Harrison
was wearmg.- Johnson said as
Null showed him the video for
the I irst time. Pharos and Moore
offered similar reactions while
leVA, mg the
ideo.
Lot. Pyle, Kyle Sumner and
tons a Wirgau
all Murray.
State students who also lived in
(.arnhodge II
each revounted
their stones of seeing 'fonts outside his apartment about 2.30
a.m. NON. I I. VbhIle they briefly
chatted with him, none of them
noticed damage to his car.
which Wirgau said was "pulled

in straight like he always parked
it

Wirgau was serving as a designated driver for roommates
Pyle and Sumner who were at
the Lambda Chi and Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity parties,
respectively. But earlier in the
night, she was with Yonts at the
Lambda Chi party, where she
saw him drop his 40-ounce beer
bottle and then reach down and
pick up the broken bottle.
She told the jury she had
taken four other people home
before bringing Pyle and
Sumner to the subdivision in
which they all live. Noticing
Yonts on the sidewalk between
his house and road, she stopped
to ask him how he got home.
"He told me someone had
driven him home. That was the
extent of our conversation."
Wirgau said, adding she probably would have noticed any
damage because that area of the
street was well-lit. Then she
noticed her cars clock said it
was 2:31) am
". . I had to get up i for work
in the morning and I was curious what time I was getting
home because I had been driving people
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Timeiine of Nov. 10-14, 2005 and Jan. 30, 2006 of Harrison Yonts Case
Nov. 10, 2005
Between 9 and 11 pm —
Kayla Denzik serves Yonts
one alcoholic beverage — a
Long Island iced tea — at
Nick's Family Sports Pub
Nov. 11,2005
About 2 a.m — Fraternity
brother Bradley Rideout sees
Yonts leave the Lambda Chi
Alpha house following a party
there
2:30 a m
Tonya Wirgau
talks to Yonts outside his
apartment at 12 Wilshire
Drive while going to her
Cambndge II apartment and
taking Eric Pyle and Kyle
Sumner to their Princeton
Drive residence They didn't
notice damage to his car
6.39 a m. — MPD receives
cal out body in ditch.
7:15 a.m. — Calloway
County
Coroner
Mike
Garland arrives at Coldwater

Road scene
721 am - - Garland pronounces Shaheen dead He
estimates she died between
1 15 and 4 15 am
7-55 a m. — MPD officer
Patrick Moms begins search
for vehicle with damage similar to what was found at
Coldwater Road scene
8 15 a,m
— Morris
observes silver vehicle at
Yonts' residence at 12
Wilshire Drive.
10- 47 a.m. — Yonts' blood
was drawn at MurrayCalloway County Hospital
emergency room Test later
revealed his blood-alcohol
level was 06
10 55 a.m. — Morns
leaves Yonts' apartment after
staying with roommate and
his girlfriend
About noon — Detective
Kendra Smith interviews

Yonts at MPD station.
3-05 p m — MPD arrests
Yonts on second-degree
manslaughter charge in connection
with
Shaheen's
death.
Nov. 14, 2005
About noon — Yonts posts
$25.000 cash bond to be
released from the Calloway
County Jail The bond was
lessened from the original
$50,000 cash during a Court
hearing earlier that day
Jan. 30, 2006
1015 a.m — MPD serves
Yonts with an indictment warrant after a grand jury indicted him on Jan. 27 for murder,
tampenng with physical evtdence, leaving the scene of
an accident and driving under
the influence
—Information from court
testimony and court documents
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KenttickylnBrief
Teen boys accused of firing
on herd of park horses

plan would also give more opportunities to bird
watchers, hikers and bicyclists, Fletcher said.

PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Two eastern
Kentucky teenagers were in jail Wednesday,
accused of killing three horses and wounding several more of the animals, which are used for trail
rides at a park on the Kentucky-Virginia state line.
Police told the Lexington Herald-Leader on
Wednesday that one of the horses was shot more
than 50 times and that the suspects chased the
horses for about seven miles after the shooting
began.
The horses were grazing on a strip mine when
the 17-year-old boys started shooting at them on
the afternoon of Jan. 25, Pike County Chief
Deputy Sheriff Melvin Sayers said. One of the
boys turned 18 three days later.
Trish Hayes of Virginia owns the animals and
Breaks Stable in Breaks, Va. They are used for
r ides at Breaks Interstate Park. She said she hoped
the boys would be prosecuted as adults.
The boys were charged with criminal mischief
and cruelty to animals and were being held in the
Breathitt County Juvenile Detention Center. A
hearing was scheduled for Thursday in Pike
County.
The teens told Sayers and Detective Richard
Ray that they drove to the site to shoot rabbits.
"But one of the juveniles jumped out and said, 'I
don't like these horses,- Sayers told the newspaper, "and they just went to shooting horses."
•

Fletcher supports hunting
and fishing land plan

Federal appeals court
turns away challenge to
transpark
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — A federal
appeals court has upheld the dismissal of a lawsuit
challenging the Kentucky Trimodal Transpark in
south-central Kentucky.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia on Tuesday said an environmental
impact study isn't needed at this stage before the
park is constructed.
'This was a slam dunk," said Robert Anderson,
the Washington attorney for Warren County, InterModal Transportation Authority and the city of
Bowling Green.
A group called Warren County Citizens for
Managed Growth sued over the park in 2005, saying an environmental impact study was needed
AP
before any work started on the park. U.S. District
MISS USA Tara Connors interviewed by NBC "Today" television show co-host Matt Lauer, in
Judge Ricardo Urbina turned down that challenge
New York today. Conner, who nearly lost her crown for hard-partying in New York nightclubs
last year.
talked about her recent stint in rehab
Hank Graddy, the attorney for the group challenging the park, said he will review die ruling
before deciding what to do next.
The transpark in Bowling Green would integrate rail, air and highway transportation around a
mix of commercial and industrial activities.
Supporters say it could generate up to 7.550 jobs.

Kentucky's Miss USA
reveals
she
cocaine
used
Train derailment could cost

NEW YORK (AP)
USA Tara Conner, the Kentucky
native who nearly lost her
FRANKFORT. Ky. 1AP) — (.jov. Ernie
crown
for hard-partying in New
Fletcher wants private landowners to get an
York nightclubs, says in the
income tax break for conserving their property
BROOKS, Ky. (AP) — A CSX train that upcoming issue of People magand opening it to hunters and anglers.
derailed south of Louisville two weeks ago ignit- azine that her recent stint in
Currently, about 94 percent of Kentucky's land ing chemical fires and forcing residents from their
rehab was a wake-up call.
— much of which outdoors enthusiasts might homes could cost the company
more than $10 mil"I didn't think I had an issue
consider prime real estate — is privately owned. lion, a spokesman said Wednesday.
— but I was willing to do anyFletcher endorsed a plan Wednesday aimed at
That amount includes damage to the railroad, thing to save my job. ... I've
freeing up some of that coveted private land for the environmental price tag and personal claims realized that
I suffer from the
public use through tax breaks.
from residents, CSX spokesman Gary Sease said. disease of alcoholism and
"This is a very high-impact, low-cost way to
Although no one was seriously injured in the addiction," says Conner, who
achieve a dramatic increase in land conservation Jan. 16 derailment, about 15 families were still logged in 31 days at the Caron
and wildlife recreation access,- Fletcher said at a shut out of their homes. The derailment caused Foundation rehab center in
news conference touting the plan.
Wemersville. Pa.
fires on several cars and sent a trail of thick black
Approved landowners, under the plan, would smoke into the sky over homes and businesses in
"I was an equality-opportuagree to protect their land from development and northern Bullitt County.
nity (user) — l would try anyallow members of the public to use the land for
Some utilities have not been restored to the thing once." Conner. 21, tells
certain outdoor activities — such as hunting and homes and congestion from heavy equipment at the magazine in its Feb. 12
fishing, Fletcher said. In exchange, landowners the scene of the crash continues to keep residents issue.
would retain ownership and management of their out, said Sherry! Carbonaro, a spokeswoman for
At a much-publicized press
in' December.
conference
land and qualify for a maximum $250,000 annual the Environmental Protection Agency. •
credit, and a $2.5 million lifetime break, on their
'There's so much equipment down there it's Donald Trump, who owns the
personal orcorporate income swum,Fletcher said. not really that safe," Carbonaro veld."Also-there's ••. Mises 1,1Si, Pastime. said the
The incentives would help give hunters and no water to some of the homes, and there's no gas contrite Conner could hold onto
her crown if she changed her
anglers additional sporting options and boost the to some of the homes."
ways. She then entered rehab.
state's tourism industry, Fletcher said.
CSX planned to close a community outreach
In her interview in People
Because of the limited amount of public land, center on Wednesday where residents were
many hunters are priced out of hunting or fishing offered $100 checks if they coulkdemonstrate
in certain places. Freeing up more land could help they were inconvenienced by the-&raj-Intent,
some of the low and middle income participants, Sease said.
Fletcher said. Beyond hunting and fishing, the

company more than $10
million

magazine, her first since leaving
treatment, Conner admits that
she's dabbled in cocaine.
"Cocaine was one of the
drugs that I did use," she says.
"It's hard to look back at that."
Alcohol, though, was her
biggest vice.
"I'm an alcoholic. It was a
craving thing — once I put it in
my body. I would start craving
more." says Conner. who notes
she drank heavily but wasn't
"getting sloppy drunk and dancing on tables."
As for reports that her wild
ways also included promiscuity.
she says. "I would talk to more
than one guy at once -- it doesn't mean that I was sexually
active with every one of these
people."
Conner, who has a family
history of alcoholism, says her
problems

"didn't

develop

overnight.- And, she adds. "It
wasn't New York City's fault."
Her mother, Brenda Johnson,
tells the magazine that Conner

once showed up to school drunk
when she was 14 — around the
time she won her first beauty
pageant and her parents
divorced.
Conner, a 5-foot-5 blonde
from Russell Springs. Ky., has
been competing in pageants
since age 4. She won the title of
Young Miss Russell County at a
county lair when she was 13,
and by 20(12 she was second
runner-up in Miss Teen USA.
She finished fourth in the Miss
Universe pageant in July.
Conner, who now lives with
a chaperone. says she spends
time reading instead of running
around town. "I thought I needed to be around people. that 'I
needed that acceptance." she
says.
She's itching to return to her
Miss USA duties.
"1 just cant wait to get back:
to work — 'I'm Miss U S A.,
my name is Tara Conner. and
I'm happy to meet you,' you
know? Life is good."
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"Want Faster Growth For Your
Retirement Funds?"
MasterDex 10 Annuity is offering a 12% premium
bonus for a limited time. All funds added during the
first 5 years also earn a 12% bonus.
Limited Time Offer
No Risk To Principal

Allianz
Worlds Largest Life Insurance cu.

For details contact

Ron Sallin, General Agent
I--800-363-4720
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Phone: 759-1565 • Cell: 210-2533

*Wait HAS
During times of bad weatiter, your carrier will
continue to deliver the paper to your home as
long as it is safe to travel. When the roads are
hazardous and closed, your carrier will be unable
to bring your newspaper until the roads are safe.
Please understand we are thinking of the safety of
our carriers; and we will do
our best to deliver the
Ledger & Times to you.
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Being sick is never convenient. When
you - or especially your little ones - are
sick, the last thing you need is a
hassle getting into a doctor's
office
Primary Care Medical
Center provicies medical
care when its convenient
for you - including
evenings and weekends
If your daughter develops a fever after dinnei
or your son is inured a•
his Saturday mornrng
baseball game Primary
Care Medical Center
ready to lend a hard To, do
not have to make an
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The f011owing is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to oiler a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper

To protect all
'

State Re . Jimmie Lee, D-Elizabethtown, is push.ded reforms to Kentucky's child
.
welfare system, especially improved worker safety
and the hiring of as many as 220 more social
workers.
"It's imperative that we put more workers out
there," Rep. Lee said, but also that those in the
field be outfitted with radios with panic buttons
and that the state further protect them by establishing secure sites for parents wishing to visit
children in state custody.
Rep. Lee intends to call his proposal the "Boni
Bill" in honor of Boni Frederick, the social worker
who was murdered in October when she took a
baby to visit the mother whose rights were about
to be terminated due to neglect.
It's unfortunate that the impetus behind doing
this is someone being killed," he said.
But even before Ms. Frederick's death, the tailings of Kentucky's child-welfare system were well
known. Mark Birdwhistell, secretary of the Cabinet
tor Health and Family Services, and Tom Ember
ton Jr., undersecretary for social services, have
acknowledged the problems, repeatedly pledged
various reforms and in some instances instituted
fixes in response to the complaints of their staffs,
parents and child advocates.
But money is clearly a problem. Kentucky is a
poor state, and social workers here on average
handle more cases than is recommended,
But money isn't the only problem, argues Rep.
Jim Wayne, ID-Louisville, who tavors a more
nuanced approach to repairing the system than
what Rep. Lee seems to have in mind
"The real nuts and bolts of restructuring that
organization needs to ht. done with a lot more
research," he said.
So Rep. kN'avne is calling for a -oulhiral audit
conducted by a blue ribbon panel to get at what
he says are big problems in the system, including
its 30 percent staff turnover rate and Its difficulty
recruiting staff. In Rep. Vslaynt.'s scheme, the blue ribbon panel
would work from April through October and
would craft specific recommendations for the leKisla tore to consider next year.

What's likely shaping up is a vigorous and
overdue debate in Frankfort that should generate
meaningful, long-lasting improvements to a system
that has been broken tor a long time.
To whatever degree possible, Kentucky needs a
child welfare system that protects all the parties
involved, hut especially the children, who Art: in
no position to help themselves.
-Ihe Cu.aiicr-liqurrial
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to to eliminating bul-

lying in schools that
includes:
--- Identifying the problem
Training school personnel,
parents. and students about
bullying behaviors, response
strategies. and resources
Supervision in all areas of
the school and grounds especially those where bullying
most often occurs
School staff and parents
that manage the program and
evaluate its success
Presentation of a curriculum that promotes kindness.
communication. cooperation.
and friendship
— Brief and clear rules
against bullying
And if bullying does
occur. there should be immediate consequences as well
as serious talks with bullies
and victims and their families plus role playing of
non-aggressive behavior with
bullies and rook. playing of
assent% e heha% lot with sit:11111s
rhe key components or
most hulls mg intervention
programs are increased adult
supervision in all areas of
the school, consistent consequences for bullying behav ior. and an unambiguous
message that no form tot
bullying is jet:Cl/table.
A hill is currently being

considered in the Kentucky.
House that will require
school districts to formulate
a code of acceptable behavior and discipline that prohibits harassment. intimidation, or bullying of a student
and includes procedures for
identifying, reporting. investigating, and responding to
complaints.
Moreover it directs districts to develop a strategy.
for protecting complainants
from retaliation and a
process for annually discussing the code and the
consequences of violating the
code with students and their
guardians.
Additionally. it requires
school districts to provide
training to school employees
who have direct contact with
students.
The Foundation for a
Healthy Kentucky supports a
Coordinated School Health
model that includes providing
children with a sak, secure
environment for !cannily one that is free of bullies.
Children in the schools know
where, how and to whom
bullying occurs.
Unfortunately, children do
not have the ability to stop
or prevent bullying.
As adults. we do.
Joan Buena,: MPH 1.0 0
Program Offiter for the
Healthl
Foundation for
Kentut.kl.

Contrasting views of economic picture
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Obituaries
Dr. Jerald Owens Savells

:OM

Dr. Jerald (Jerry) Owens Savells,65, Gallatin, Tenn., died Friday.
Jan. 26, 2007, at his home.
A retired sociology professor from Wright
State University, Fairborn, Ohio, he also taught
at Memphis (Tenn.) State University. He moved
to Gallatin after retirement. He graduated from
South Marshall High School, where he was valedictorian and class president, and graduated
from Murray State University. He earned his
doctorate from Louisiana State University. .
Dr. Savells served in the United States Army
as a 1st. Li and received the Army
Savells
Commendation Medal. He was a member of
Fairdealing Chinch of Christ in Marshall
County, Kji.
His fathkr, Arthur Savells, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sara Lynne
Edwards Savells; one daughter, Mrs. Christy Savells
Sanders and husband, Bob, and two granddaughters,
Caroline Ashley Sanders and Audrey-Grace Sanders, all of Redondo
Beach. Calif.; his mother, Mrs. Oma Jean Baker Savells, Aurora,
Ky.; one brother, Anthony Savells and wife, Julie, Mayfield, Ky.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home. Benton, Ky. Rev. James Keeling, Lexie B. Ray and
Harold Utley will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray (Ky.)
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude Place, Memphis,Tenn., 38105, or to
the givers' charity of choice.

Publicity campaign stirs false
fears of terrorism in Boston

Ms. Tina Maria Wasson

••••=1111.

Ms. Tina Maria Wasson,44, Benton,died Tuesday, Jan. 30,2007,
at midnight in a fire at her home on Union Ridge Road, Aurora.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.
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Hie funeral for Mark Allen Musser will be Friday at I p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. C.W. Jackson and
Rev. Ray Provow will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Richard Luce, Steve Dick, Michael Sullivan,
Terry Mohler, Greg Dick and Charles Elliott, active; Steve Ellegood,
Justin Veatch, Robbie Phillips and Troy Mohler, honorary. Burial
will follow in the Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Friday.
Mr. Musser, 43, Frisco City, Ala., formerly of Mayfield, died
Saturday. Jan. 27, 2007, at his home.
He was a truck driver for Food Giant Food Stores.
Preceding him in death were his mother, Sherlene Speed Bowlin;
his grandfather, Stanley Speed; and grandparents, Willie and Aline
Musser.
Survivors include his fiancee, Tammy Carter, Frisco City; his
father and stepmother. Jimmy and Janie Musser, Murray; one
daughter. Autumn Hunter, and one son, Jesse Musser, both of
Mayfield; four sisters, Cheryl •Ellegood and Ali Ray, both of
Mayfield. Elizabeth Musser, Murray, and Stacy Kuehne,
Madisonville; one brother, Randy Davis, and grandmother, Ruth
Speed. both of Mayfield; three stepchildren; two grandchildren; one
stepgrandchild.

Harold B. Travis
The funeral for Harold B. Travis was held Monday in the chapel
of Rogers Funeral Home. Frankfort. Rev. Malcolm Lunceford officiated. Burial was in the Frankfort Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Shriners Hospital for
Children in Lexington, 1900 Richmond Road,
Lexington. Ky., 40502.
Mr. Travis, 93, Frankfort, died Friday. Jan. 26,
..„.....=. 2007.
He was a former longtime Frankfort property valuation administrator.
A retired United States Army Colonel, he was a veteran of World
War II. He was a member of Hiram Lodge #4 of Free and Accepted
Masons. Capital City Shrine Club, Post #4075 of Veterans of
Foreign Wars. Post IP of American Legion and First Baptist Church,
Melbourne, Fla.
Born March 13. 1913, in Eddyville, he was the son of the late Dr.
F.M. and Mae Houston Travis. One son, Daniel M. Travis, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Georgia Eagle Travis; one son,
David Travis and wife. Vickie, Murray; two granddaughters, Kelley
Sullivan. Dallas. Texas. and Amy Partkey, Birmingham, Ala.

lilft

BOSTON(AP)- Boston officials, livid about a publicity
campaign that had disrupted the
city by stirring fears of terrorism, vowed to prosecute those
responsible and seek restitution
for the $500,000 cost of the
response.
Officials found a slew of
blinking electronic signs adorning bridges and other high-profile spots across the city
Wednesday, prompting the closing of a highway and part of the
Charles River and the deployment of bomb squads.
The 38 signs were part of a
promotion for Cartoon Network
1'V show "Aqua Teen Hunger
Force," a surreal series about a
talking milkshake, a box of fries
and a meatball. The network's
parent is Turner Broadcasting
Systems Inc.
"It is outrageous, in a post
9/11 world, that a company
would use this type of marketing
scheme,"
Mayor
Thomas
Menino said. "I am prepared to
take any and all legal action
against Turner Broadcasting and
its affiliates for any and all
expenses incurred."
The I-foot tall signs resembled a circuit board, with protruding wires and batteries.
Most depicted a boxy, cartoon
character giving passersby the
finger _ a more obvious sight
when darkness fell.
Authorities arrested two men
who put up the signs. Peter
Berdovsky, 27,of Arlington, and
28,
of
Stevens,
Sean
Charlestown, were charged
Wednesday night with one count
of placing a hoax device and one
count of disorderly conduct.
State Attorney General
Martha Coakley said they were
hired to place the devices. Both
were to be arraigned Thursday
morning.
As soon as Turner realized
the Boston problem around 5
p.m., it said, law enforcement
officials were told of their locations in 10 cities where it said
the devices had been placed for
two to three weeks: Boston,
New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago, Atlanta, Seattle,
Portland, Ore., Austin, Texas,
San Francisco and Philadelphia.
"We apologize to the citizens
of Boston that part of a marketing campaign was mistaken for a

AP
Massachusetts State Police Detective Lt. Martin Foley displays a blinking electronic device at Boston Police headquarters, in Boston, Wednesday. Officials said the device was one
of those planted at various spots in Boston involving a hoax
that threw a scare into the city. The planting of the blinking
devices turned out to be a publicity campaign for a late-night
cable cartoon.
public danger," said Phil Kent,
chairman of Turner, a division of

firm's CEO was out of town and
would not be able to comment

Time Warner Inc.

until'Thursday.

Kent said the marketing company that placed the signs,
Interference Inc., was ordered to
remove them immediately.
Interference had no immediate comment. A woman who
answered the phone at the New
York-based
firm's
offices
Wednesday afternoon said the

Messages seeking additional
comment from the Atlanta-
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Texas columnist, liberal
Molly Ivins dies at 62
AUSTIN, Texas (API —
Best-selling author and columnist Molly Ivins, the sharp-witted liberal who skewered the
political establishment and
referred to President Bush as
"Shrub." died Wednesday after a
long battle with breast cancer.
She was 62.
Ivins died
at her home
while in hoscare,
pice
said David
Paszior.
in anaging
editor of the
Texas
Observer.
hins
where lvins
had
once
been co-editor.
lvins made a living poking
fun at politicians, whether they
were in her home state of Texas
or the White House. She
revealed in early 2006 that she
was being treated for breast cancer for the third time.
More than 400 newspapers
subscribed to her nationally syndicated column, which combined strong liberal views and
populist humor. Ivins' illness did
not seem to hurt her ability to
deliver biting one-liners.
"I'm sorry to say (cancer)can
kill you, but it doesn't make you
a better person," she said in an
interview with the San Antonio
Express-News in September, the
same month cancer claimed her
friend former Gov. Ann
Richards.

To lvins, "liberal" wasn't an
insult term."Even I felt sorry for
Richard Nixon when he left;
there's nothing you can do about
ng born liberal — fish gotta
wim and hearts gotta bleed,"
e wrote in a column included
her 1998 collection,"You Got
ance With Them What
to
Brun You."
In a column in mid-January,
lvins urged readers to stand up
against Bush's plan to send
more troops to Iraq.
-We are the people who run
this country. We are the
deciders. And every single day,
every single one of us needs to
step outside and take some
action to help stop this war."
Ivins wrote in the Jan. 11 column. "We need people in the
streets, banging pots and pans
and demanding,'Stop it, now!"
Ivins' best-selling books
included those she co-authored
with Lou Dubose about Bush.
One was titled "Shrub: The
Short but Happy Political Life of
George W. Bush" and another
was "BUSHWHACKED: Life
in George W. Bush's America."
Dubose, who has been working on a third book with Ivins,
said even last week in the hospital, lvins wanted to talk about
the project.
"She was married to her profession. She lived for the story."
he said.
Ivins' jolting satire was
directed at people in positions of
power.
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based Cartoon Network were
left with several publicists.
"Everyone can play a part by
holding Turner Broadcasting to
account for today's events,"
Suffolk District Attorney Daniel
Conley said.
Authorities are invegtigating
whether Turner or other companies should be criminally
charged, Coakley said.
"We're not going to let this go
without looking at the further
roots of how this happened to
cause the panic in this city."
Coakley said.
In Seattle and several suburbs, the removal of the signs
was low-key. "We haven't had
any calls to 911 regarding this,"
Seattle police spokesman Sean
Whitcomb said Wednesday.
Police in Philadelphia said
they believed their city had 56
devices. The New York Post
reported that police confiscated
41 in Manhattan and Brooklyn.
Berdovsky, an artist, told The
Boston Globe he was hired by
Interference and said he was
"kind of freaked out" by the
furor.
"I find it kind of ridiculous
that they're making these statements on TV that we must not
be safe from terrorism, because
they were up there for three
weeks and no one noticed. It's
pretty cominonsensical to look
at them and say this is a piece of
art and installation." he said.
A voice mail box for
Berdovsky was full Wednesday
night. The Associated Press was
unable to find whether Stevens
had a lawyer.
The rash of calls around the
same time is being investigated.
Police Commissioner Edward
Davis said.
"There's no indication. it
came from panicked residents."
he said.
"Aqua Teen Hunger Force" is
a cartoon with a cultish following that airs as part of a block of
programs for adults on the
Cartoon Network. A femme
length film based on the show is
slated for release March 23.
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STOCK MARKET REPORT

Stock price information not available today due to early publication
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American Heart Association's
Go Red For Women Program
enters fourth year
Go Red hol Women is no
longer a newcomer NolAits
a force educating women about
their risk for heart disease and
stroke and urging them to take
pret elm% e action
I his movement. now enter
pros ides
,
mg its fourth !.ear.
the tact. Heart disease Is the
number one killer it women
in the I ruled States, stroke is
number three and a leading
cause of disahdits It pros ides
the figures One N,klifian in 26
dies ti in ardio,. ask. ULU ills
ease. compared to one iii;IA
breast cancer
Nhil Wes from
And it provides the Means itt
make necessary, changes
Vivit v't ww goredf'tryout:en tqy
ii take the I lean i Checkup. learn
about risk Licht's. and read
Aultlell who hate faced
heart disease or stroke
Gne possible ieason a h..,
heart disease has heen consid
ered a inan's problem. when
it is etersone's problem. Is
that women mas hate dine'
ent heart attack ss mptoms front
I het
es!WU Mkt'
Merl
those
mas hat e chest pain. hut thes
nught also feel pain in the
hack. neck. Fits 40 stomach
the inas he nauseated, short
of breath. lightheaded. lq break
out in a cold sweat 'Riese are
signals to call 911 Heart attack
is an emergent.).
A key point of the Go Red
For Wt mien mot einem is
National Wear Red Day held
the hist Friday 01 [Thrums.
American Heart !VIonth
On that day. the American

Heart Association urges everyone to wear red in support of
women's fight against heart
disease: a red dress; a red blouse
or jacket; a red necktie for the
men. red for school children.
In even its short history. National Wear Red Day has been a
success, with local and national news anchors and TV personalities dressing in red on
camera
People may wear red to
inemoriallie a lost loved One
or to commemorate a loved
has stirs ted heart
a ho
kine
disease or stroke While National Wear Red Day puts the
locus on a single point on the
calendar, the American Heart
Association encourages people
to wear then red proudly ans
time
I he Arnetican Heart :Vast,
c tailor) kAtels another place t,,
steal red and get twit and Walk
1 - he Cal low ay Cu pinny !kart
Walk is an et cut where the corn
munits leant). ahout carchot
c trim disease. network and emot
each other s compans
I he 201 i7 Walk is Saturdas.
I let 27, at Muria). State 1, nitersits Regional Special Is ems
('enter.
The Callowas Counts Heart
Walk raises mones for the
American Heart Association,
which funds advotaCS,
lion and research into heart
disease and stritke
Those who want more into'
I
V',
'nation Ilial. tisit
call 1 42701
Canheart.Of g
2-17-.32(0.

Constance Alexander will present a reading of her literary works tonight at 7 in
The Stables at Murray State University
Curtis Center.
She will read poems from her book,
"dreamflsh", which has been nominated
for a prestigious Pushcart Prize. She will
also present excerpts from her upcoming
book of essays,"Who Needs June Cleaver?",
some of which were published in her weekly column, "Main Street," for the Murray
lo's
& runes.
Datebook Ledger
Sponsored by he MSU Women's Center,
By Jo Burkeen
the event is free and open to students and
Community
community. Copies of"dreamfish" are availEditor
able at the MSU Bookstore and through
amazon.com.

The Women's Pavilion at Murray -Calloway County
tal will have open house today from 4 to 6 in the front lobby
of the hospital. People may tour the newly renovated women's
pavilion, have refreshments and music by a string quartet.
Door prizes will be given. The new center will include labor
in
'-section room, postpartum rooms
and deliver rooms, a(
and
diagnostics
women's
nursery,
state-of-the-art
addition to a
a women's post-surgical recovery' area.
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Neighborhood Watch on Saturday

Git wilier of Dexter are the parents of a son Ni +.1h SL(Irt Star
Fridas. Jan. 19,
blot!)
tins
24N1'. at 11 )ti in at !Slur( mint v. Hospital
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hitillers are Jacob
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s
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un. lc is Llosti
Walktai it \limas

Hazel Neighborhood Watch will meet Saturday at 1 p.m. at
the Hazel Comunity Center. 100 Barnett St., Hazel, for a short
meeting and fellowship. Groups will then disperse in order to
erect Neighborhood Watch signs recently purchased by Hazel
City Commission. For information call RSVP coordinator, Venita Loranger at 759-5653 or cell 519-3167

Ruling Star Lodge plans promotion

Ruling Star Lodge will have BBQ sale of ribs and chickens on Saturday from II a.m. to 2 p.m. at the lodge hall at
210 Walnut St., Murray.

Prom committee to meet today
Murray High school Prom Committee will meet today at
5:30 p.m. in the MHS library. All junior class members and
their parents are invited to attend.

Touchdown Club will meet Sunday
Noah Scott Stallone

Preston Dean Provine
\II. Christopher Da\ id Pro'. inc ot Hazel are the
,.ttr. Piesion Dean Pos me, born on Fnday, Jan.
71,. 2‘141 - . .it Jackson Print hase Birthing Center. Mayfield.
Die bah!, weighed }4 pounds 13 ounces and measured 22
the fcynner Dean Ann t3aughaday.
The rrprrther 4u
inchelt
,
are John and Pegg s Daughaday of
.1,indr.trcnt,
twia
Pai.ata. :L11,4.11,111, ale Its id and Gwen Provine and RonAll "1
:41.1 1 !..olrn.
MI, Anna Mathes of !Murray.
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'Fun Night' held at meeting
of Hazel Woman's Club
11.11c1 Noman s Club met
Ihursdas. Jan IS ,it 7 p nt at
the Hazel tommunits Center

tu
Read the

1,E1ii;ER&Tuvws

for its regular meeting and tor
a "Tun Night' of Bingo
Sandra tiallinitore gat e the
devotion
Sharon Rat and \Lula
rh011ips011 Uere the hostesses
I he next meeting will he
Thursdas. Feb lc. at 7 p iii
at the Hazel Community Ceti
lel I IlLretta ‘ea/e. speaker.
will present a procra m
Andilogy "
Nlarla rho:1111.4m w ill give
the devotion
Janice Wilkinson and Pat
[minter will be hostesses

No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Reformers Unanimous to meet

On Saturday' from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. will be the last ch nce
to have photographs taken in the promotion by the Calloway
County DES Rescue Squad. Anyone who has not yet picked
up their pictures may do so anytime during these hours on
Saturday. "This has been the largest turnout we have had since
we started our picture fundraiser." said Ronnie Burkeen, rescue chief_ For more information call Burkeen at 762-1714.
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Another picture day scheduled

Prep class scheduled
Calloway County Adult and Family Education, located at
1405 N. 12th St.. Murray. will offer a free class to assist
adults in preparing for the math portion of the ACT. Classes
will be held Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10:30 a.m. to noon.
The six-week session will begin Feb. 6 and finish on March
IS. Interested individuals call 759-5525 to register. This program is funded through Kentucky Adult Education.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10145 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-565-

Russell Chapel plans promotion
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will have a rebate
day Saturday at Breaktime Billiards, 2938 Ky. 94 East, Murray. Customers are asked to tell your waiter or waitress to
label your order as "Russell Chapel."

Litter pick-up on Saturday
Friends of Clarks River National Wildlife Refuge will host
a litter pick-up on refuge lands along Bames.Road and Bonds
Road in McCracken County on Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to 2
p.m. Participants will be comprised of Clarks River NWR staff,
Friends of Clarks River NWR, Murray State students belonging to the Wildlife Society Chapter, and students from Marshall County High School and Calloway County School, according to Michael Johnson, refuge manager, Clarks River NWR.

Shrine Club n/F_Tting tonight
Murray Slirine Club and Ladies of the Nile will meet
tonight at 6:30 at the club building, Ky. 121 North, Murray.
All members are encouraged to attend. A meal will be served.

Dr. Phillip Klapper.

Beverly Jones - Audiologist

Openings For New Clients

Patricia !Clapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns

Limited Openings • Cat Now!

Physician's Hearing Center

eil

Glory' Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church. located at 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured this week will be The Hallelujah Singers, Rita
Koon and The Anointed Three. There is no admission charge,
but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Retire Taylor at 753-8124
or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.
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Christmas Bills Got You Down/

Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears

Glory Bound event Friday

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear. Nose & Throat Care

Calloway County High School Touchdown club will hold
an informational meeting Sunday at 2 p.m. in he CCHS fieldhouse All parties are urged to attend as officer elections and
committee designations will be held.

MSU students highlight
caregiving issues here
NI ,in

Photo prov.ded
Sharon Ray and Marla Thompson were hostesses for the
January meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club

Women's Pavilion open house todayHospi-

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
SENIOR CERAMICS CLASS: Barbara Duff pacticipates
recently in a ceramics class at the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens' Center. Durr. who was painting a
Christmas candy dish, was joined by several other residents of the community.

Noah Scott
Stallons
arid Hien

Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
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Pancakes a good way to begin on cold morning
For a long time my chil:
Slice fruit crosswise about
Add egg mixture all at once
brown, turning to second
dren loved to wake up on
to flour mixture; stir just
sides when pancakes have
1/4 inch thick, cutting
the cold winter months to
until moistened (the batter
bubbly surfaces and edges
around pit to form rings. Set
homemade
should be lumpy). Gently
are slightly dry. Serve warm. aside. In a bowl combine
If desired, top with syrup.
pancakes.
fold in the apple mixture.
flour, sugar, and baking
Now they
Heat a lightly greased gridMakes 12 standard-size pansoda. Make well in center of
cook them
dle or heavy skillet over
cakes or 40 dollar-size panflour mixture; set aside. In
for my
cakes.
medium heat until a few
another bowl whisk together
wife and
drops of water dance across
Fruit Options:
eggs, milk, melted butter,
myself.
the surface. For each panStir one of the following
and vinegar. Add egg,„mixOK, somefruits into the pancake batter:
cake, pour a scant 1/4 cup
ture to flour mixture. Stir
times they
1/2 cup chopped fresh apple,
of the batter onto the hot
until moistened. Add about 1
or
nectarine,
peach,
4
are ones
into
apricot,
griddle; spread batter
butter to a hot,
teaspoon
that I
pear; 1/2 cup fresh or frozen
inch circle. Cook for 1 to 2
Tried &True cooked
large nonstick skillet or gridear- minutes on each side or
blueberries; or 1/4 cup
dle. Place a peach slice on
Recipes lier and
chopped dried apple, pear,
until pancakes are golden,
hot skillet. Pour or spread a
By Mr Mom - froze. The
turning to second sides when apricot, raisins, currants,
Mark Anderson prep time
dates, cranberries, blueberries, scant 1/4 cup batter over
pancake surfaces are bubbly
peach slice. Cook over mediis not that
cherries, or mixed fruit.
and edges are slightly dry,
um heat about 2 minutes on
long. It's the toppings that
Pancakes:
adding oil to griddle as nectake so much time. Always
each side until pancakes are
Prepare Buttermilk Panessary. Serve warm with
serve hot with melted butter. _syrup. Makes 16 (4-inch)
cakes as above, except subgolden brown, turning when
Now this weekend when the
stitute milk for buttermilk,
pancakes.
pancakes have bubbly surkids hop in bed, take them
increase baking powder to 1
The Thomas House Butfaces and edges are slightly
into the kitchen and make
tablespoon, and omit the
termilk Pancakes
dry. Repeat with remaining
your wife breakfast in bed.
baking soda. Whole Wheat
Ingredients:batter and peach slices; add
Now to keep from having
Pancakes: Prepare Buttermilk
— 1-3/4 cups all-purpose
butter to skillet as needed.
all of the men mad at me
Pancakes as above, except
flour
Serve warm with maple
make them breakfast in bed
substitute whole wheat flour
— 2 tablespoons granulatsyrup. Makes 8 servings. To
first and maybe they will
for the all-purpose flour and
ed sugar
slice peaches or nectarines
make it for you. Good luck!
— 2 teaspoons baking
packed brown sugar for the
into rings, slice the fruit
Aunt Jena Apple Cakes
granulated sugar. Buckwheat
powder
crosswise around the pit,
Ingredients:
Pancakes: Prepare Buttermilk
— 1/2 teaspoon baking
then peel off the ring. If
-- 2 large cooking apples. soda
Pancakes as above, except
you use apples, core the
flour
Granny
or
all-purpose
Jonathon
as
such
— 1/4 teaspoon salt
use 3/4 cup
fruit first, then slice into
Smith, peeled if desired, and
and add 1 cup buckwheat
— I egg. slightly beaten
rings.
finely chopped (about I 1/2
flour. Cornmeal Pancakes:
— 1-1/2 cups buttermilk
Get some maple sausage
cups)
Prepare Buttermilk Pancakes
— 3 tablespoons cooking
links and a breakfast tray
— 2 teaspoons lemon
as above, except use 1-1/4
oil
and you will have one
juice
cups all-purpose flour and
In a large bowl stir
happy spouse. Hey, Kids you
— 1-1/2 cups whole
add 1/2 cup cornmeal. Bran
together flour, sugar, baking
wheat flour
Pancakes: Prepare Buttermilk
could have MOM or Dad
powder. baking soda and
— 2 tablespoons sugar
Pancakes as above, except
salt. In another bowl use a
make this one weekend and
— 2 teaspoons baking
use 1-1/2 cups all-purpose
fork to combine egg. butterfreeze in zip lock bag and
powder
milk, and oil. Add egg mixflour and add 1/4 cup oat
get up early one weekend
— 1/2 teaspoon ground
bran, wheat bran or toasted
ture all at once to flour
and fix these for your parcinnamon
wheat germ.
mixture. Stir just until moisents, but be sure they know
1/4 teaspoon salt
Ole' Atlanta Pancakes
tened (batter should be
you will be doing this one
I slightly beaten large
Ingredients:
slightly lumpy). If desired,
weekend. As my daughter
—4 medium peaches, or
egg
stir in desired fruit.
said "That's a keeper!"
1-1/2 cups milk
For standard-size pancakes, nectarines
Remember if you have a
3 tablespoons melted
— 2 cups all-purpose flour
pour about 1/4 cup batter
recipe for Mr. MOM write
— 1/4 cup sugar
butter
onto a hot, lightly greased
Murray Ledger & Times and
In a medium bowl, com— 2 tsp. baking soda
griddle or heavy skillet,
we will give it a try. Next
bine apples and lemon juice.
— 3 eggs
spreading batter if necessary.
week we will be at Cal— 1-3/4 cups milk
In another medium bowl,
For dollar-size pancakes, use
— 2 Tbsp. butter, melted loway County High School
combine flour. sugar, baking
about 1 tablespoon batter.
helping cook our favorite
— 1 Tbsp. malt vinegar
powder, cinnamon, and salt.
Cook over medium heat for
Mango Upside Down Cake
In a small bowl, combine
— Butter
1 to 2 minutes on each side
in Janet Dees' Class.
egg, milk, and oil. Set aside. or until pancakes are golden
— Maple syrup

J'n9w9vinen/

Chapman and Gibson
Jerry Chapman of Dexter and Cindy Chapman of Murray
announce the engagement of their daughter. Whittany Nichelle
Chapman, to Chesley Wade Gibson. son of Harold and Katrinka Gibson of Paducah.
Miss Chapman is the granddaughter of June Womack and
the late Shelton Womack of Wingo and Ruth and E.G. Chapman of Dexter.
Mr. Gibson is the grandson of Margaret DeMoss and the
late A.O. DeMoss of Earlington and Mae Gibson and Bill Gibson.
The bride-elect is a 2004 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
The groom-elect is a 2002 graduate of Paducah Tilghman
High School and is attending Murray State University. He is
a member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and is employed by
Nick Bollettieri Tennis Academy.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 2, 2007. at 7:30 p.m.
at Hardin Baptist Church. Hardin.
All relatives and friends are invited.

cs7C: Nails

Elliott LPN
sent Cosmetics Artist

Land Between the Lakes plans program of activities
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —

per car.

Land Between the Lakes has

"Port

activities planned for the coming weekend.
The Homeplace Living History Farm. Nature Station. Golden Pond Planetarium. and Hillman Ferry. Energy Lake and
Piney Campground are all
closed for the winter and will
reopen on March 1. The Elk
& Bison Prairie. Wranglers
Campground, Turkey Bay OHV
Area and several small camping areas are open year-round.
Elk and Bison Prairie is
open daily. Admission is $3

Henry

Anniversary

Walk" will be from I to 4
p.m. Saturday and will start at
Fort Henry Hiking Trail parking lot. The walk is free to
LBL visitors. This land between
the rivers 144 years ago was
bracing for war. Confederate
forces occupied Fort Henry
with federal forces moving up
the Tennessee River. Relive the
events before and during the
siege of Fort Henry on this guided walk around the remnants
of Fort Henry's outer fortification. Dress for the weather

211 Maple
unity, Kentucky 42071

and moderate walking is scopes for a closer look. Dress
.
for the weather and madonnarequired.
"Day with the Eagles Van walking is required.
For more information call
Tour" will be from 1 to 4 p.m.
Sunday starting at the Golden toll free at 1-800-LBL-7077.
•
Pond Visitor Center. The cost
will be $5 and $7 and registration is limited. Reservations and full deposits are
required by calling 1-270-924-2020 Winter is peak Bald
#1
,yissONIMM101101.....
Eagle viewing season in LBL.
Visit some of LBL's eagle-viewing hot-spots on this staff-led
trip. Tips on how to spot eagles
in the wild will be shared and
then zoom in with spotting

bus parking lot.
Members will be directed
to enter the school through the
west entrance off South Ninth

cor n

cri
SUPER 0 BOWL

Retired Teachers Association will meet at MMS
Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association will meet
Monday at 11:30 a.m. at the
Murray Middle School.
A lunch at a cost of $2.50
will be served in the new cafeteria with entertainment to be
presented by the school's choral
group.
Following lunch members
will move to the auditorium
for a band concert directed by
Beth Stribling. A business session will follow.
Parking will Be available
on Main Street in front of the
school or in a parking lot off
South Ninth Street west of the
school and just north of the

CORM Ina yalio,

Gift Certificates Arailable

Street or the front door.
Bill Call, president, urges
members and eligible retirees
to attend.
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With Up To 5 Toppings Each
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For Only
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WATCH
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presented by

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
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Saturday,February 17, 2007
Murray Country Club
Reception 5:30 p.m.• Auction

7:00 pan.

Tickets $20 per person. All proceeds will benefit the
agencies of the Murray/Calloway County United Way

Contact 270-753-0317 or wwwlmccunitociway.coas

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti lunch buffets
including drink!
Mon -Fri. 11 a m -2 p.m. Lunch
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•
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Forecasting pandemic flu should take notes from hurricane predictions

study, one in four adults
With a more moderate 1957- crowded gatherings and encour- Harvard
WASHINGTON (API - Just severe, claiming 2 million and I cerned about pulling the trigger
from said there was no one to care for
work
to
people
aging
to
90,000
_
strain
1968-like
or
too fast' on drastic infectionmillion lives, respectively.
as coastal communities don't
them at home if they got sick,
There's no way to tell how control measures, added Jeff 450,000 potential deaths _ states home.
evacuate for a Category I hum another one in four couldn't
consider
States also should
might consider closing schools,
cane. schools shouldn't close for bad the next one will be until it Levi of the Trust for America's
afford to miss work for even a
housethe
in
everyone
having
it
but CDC doesn't recommend
Category I flu pandemic. But begins. But once the next pan- Health.
week, and one in five said their
voluntarily
patient
That's where the CDC's new and says any closures should be hold of a sick
the government recommended demic strain begins circulating,
would insist they come to
bosses
in
days,
seven
for
home
stay
month.
a
less than
today that states shut down gene testing and how fast it hurricane-style ranking system
if they were sick and
even
work
incubating
silently
are
they
case
If more than 900,000 deaths
schools for up to three months spreads will let scientists predict COMCS
contagious.
least
but the
If the CDC decides a new flu are predicted, a Category 4 or the virus, in all
dunng d Category 4 flu outbreak its lethality fairly quickly, said
The guidelines lay out that
5 pandemic, severe pandemics. And if states
Category
1918-like
severe,
least
the
be
a
will
strain
Imperato,
James
Pascal
Dr.
people
in which nearly SI million
of fallout, and urge comkind
medicaanti-flu
have enough
former New York City health with the potential of killing no then CDC does recommend
would be expected to die
munities to figure out ways to
giving
consider
should
they
tion,
month
one
from
schools,
closing
'Taking a cue from humcane commissioner who now directs more than 90,000 people, states
minimize it.
to three months, depending on family members doses during
forecasters, federal officials public health at the State would be urged to just isolate
"This is the start of that disinfection.
off
ward
to
quarantine
illof
level
community's
each
miniunveiled a system to predict the University of New York- the sick, mostly at home,
not the end," cautioned
cussion,
come
rankings
the
with
But
recomare
mizing visitors who might catch ness. Other steps
seventy of the next worldwide Downstate Medical Center.
public health advocate.
the
Levi,
recent
a
In
warnings.
mended too, including avoiding stern
Federal officials are "con- the virus.
outbreak of a super-flu 4 guide
to help states determine when
they should think about taking
strong steps to
increasingly
combat its spread
At issue are old-fashioned
infection-control measures that
may help slow a pandemic's
spread until vaccines become
available, from home quarantine
to closing schools and postponing spurting events
Hui those measures can
increase d pandemic's economic
fallout, and even have unintended consequences For example.
closing schools may mean
adults has e to take tuff work to
care for children And it doesn't
help if older kids go snetve tun
each other at the mall
Die new guidelines, issued
rhursday by the federal Centers
for Disease ( gun,' and
Pre MUM', don I tell states what
infection-ctuntrtil step, to take
and make clear that rushing to
implement them could do more
harm than good
Instead, the new "pandennc
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Employee wants
discrimination
allegations to be
revisted by city
()v., IINSH()R(). Ky (API
An Owensboro city employee
who said she has faced racial
thscrimination from her boss is
asking the city to take another
Its ukat her claim
A1111.1 Randolph said she is
considenng quitting her _job as
the city 's equal employment
tupportunity officer. a position
she's held tot IS years
Randolph. a gospel singer
and head of the Alma Randolph
Foundation, said personnel
department supervisor Danielle
Woodward began stnpping her
duties last year and gave her a
gift Randolph considered insensitive
"I feel like this situation had
reashed a point where I could
riot continue It, turn my head and
look the other was, Randolph
said Monday
She has asked city manage'
Bob Vs hittner to call for a new
investigation into her allegations
alter a pervious probe found no
evidence of discnmination
-The process was understood
from day one. Whitiner said of
the investigation "Not all parties were satisfied by the results
of the investigation
Woodward could not be
reached for comment
On Monday, members of the
Justice
ouissillehased
Resource Center demonstrated
in front of city hall to call for a
into
investigation
new
Randolph's allegations
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MSU HOOPS

Kennedy: 'This is the first time
I've felt good about our team'

that
:oms to

RACERS WILL HOST
FIRST-PLACE AUSTIN
PEAY TONIGHT AT
RSEC

disxied
cafe

moo
wooer
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By scorr NANNEY
Sports Editor
With a pair of impressive road wins under
their belts and victories in three of their last four
games, the Murray State Racers appear to have
turned a proverbial corner in their 2006-07 season.
The positive stretch started with a 78-65 triumph over Tennessee-Martin at home and carried on past a loss at Tennessee Tech to include
road wins at Southeast Missouri State and
Samford.
The Racers' recent good play has vaulted
them into fourth place in the Ohio Valley

Conference standings — just
a game in back of Samford
and Tennessee Tech, which
are tied for second. Murray
stands at 10-11 overall and 85 in league play, while the
Bulldogs and Golden Eagles
are both 9-4.
"This is the first time I've
Kennedy felt really good about our
team," said MSU head coach Billy Kennedy during Wednesday's meeting with local and area
media representatives. "We're starting to develop some chemistry, and we're starting to develop some toughness. We're starting to play like I
want us to play."
The litmus test, however, will come in
tonight's 7:30 home matchup with first-place
Austin Peay (14-6), which is riding high with
just one OVC loss in 12 outings after narrowly
winning at Southeast Missouri State (75-73) on
III See KENNEDY,2B

LOUISVILLE 69, CINCINNATI 53

Lady Racers looking to ease things
up after difficult road stretch
WOMEN HOST LADY Goys TONIGHT
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The last week has been any
but easy for the Murray
State Lady Racers. And the next
few days won't likely get any
easier.
In the midst of a stretch that
includes tive games in 10 days
in five different cities, the Lady
Racers have hit a bump in the
road they hope will end with the
program's first Ohio Valley
Conference championship.
Three games into the stretch.
Murray has posted just a 1-2
record, with losses at Tennessee
Tech and Southeast Missouri
State coming before Monday's

73-64 triumph at Samford.
"We've played at poithably,
the
three"
toughest
places in the
conference,"
said
MSU
assistant
coach Rob
Cross, who
addressed
local
and
Cross
area media
representatives on Wednesday
while tilling in for head coach
Joi Felton. who was unable to
attend because of an illness.
"Were three-fifths of the
way through this little odyssey,

and it hasn't gone as well as we
would have liked it to. But the
big thing was we won the last
game (at Samford). That made
the bus ride home a lot better,"
he added.
The Lady Racers (13-6, 9-3
OVC)will finish up this leg of a
grueling 20-game conference
race with a home game tonight
against Austin Peay and another
road contest on Saturday at
Jacksonville State.
Despite dropping two of its
last three games, Murray State is
still very much in the mix for the
league title, trailing co-leaders
SEMO- and Morehead State by
1111 See MSU, 2B

COUNTDOWN TO SUPER BOWL XLI

SUPER BOWL
RESHUFFLE
BEARS TRYING TO
ESCAPE SHADOW
OF '85 TEAM

AP

UofL forward Terrence Williams (1) dunks the ball
against Cincinnati defenders Marcus Sikes and
Jamual Warren during the first half Wednesday in
Cincinnati,

1

Padgett propels
Cardinals past
Cincinnati
:U0FL FORWARD SCORES 18 POINTS,
DOMINATES SMALLER BEARCATS
CINCINNATI (AP) — David Padgett's health can be
gauged by the double-doubles.
Padgett scored 18 points and intimidated Cincinnati's
rnaller front line into missing or passing up shots
Wednesday night. leading Louisville to a 69-53 victory that
extended the Cardinals' midseason run.
Louisville (16-6, 6-2 Big East) has won four of its last
five against Cincinnati. The Cardinals improved to 5-9 on
the Bearcats' current home court, the most victories by any
visiting team.
After a slow start to the season, the Cardinals' inexperienced lineup has gotten healthy and gained maturity, running off 11 wins in their last 13 games. The Cardinals have
already matched their Big East victory rotal from last season.
The 6-foot-11 Padgett has been a key to the Cardinals'
surge, getting better as he recovers from knee surgery last
March. Padgett has reached double figures in points and
rebounds in two of his last three games, the best indication
of his health.
"I'm just feeling comfortable out there," Padgett said.
—My legs are really starting to feel normal again. That's
made all the difference in the world to me."
By contrast, the rebuilding Bearcats (10-11, 1-6) keep
falling. They haven't had a losing record so deep into a season since 1987-88, when they were 9-12 under coach Tony
Yates.
"It's very tiring," said Marcus Sikes. who went 3-for-11
from the field. "You hate to get down early in the game.
Having to fight back is so hard."
Once again, Cincinnati fell way behind because it
couldn't figure out how to slow down a dominant front-line
player.
Padgett fought through double-team coverage to get off
his right-handed hook shot. He made eight of his first nine
shots, and had a putback off his only miss, while Louisville
pulled ahead by 21 points. Padgett also had 12 rebounds,
helping Louisville dominate up front.
The Bearcats were so unnerved by Padgett's long arms
that they repeatedly passed up short jumpers, keeping the
ball on the perimeter. Forward John Williamson, the
Bearcats' leading front-line scorer, went 0-for-5 from the
field and failed to score. The Bearcats shot only 31 percent
from the field.
• Much of it was due to Padgett's presence.
"David was tremendous tonight," coach Rick Pitino
aaid. "He's now feeling about as good as he's felt."

MIAMI (AP) — Now a 300-pound
guard for the Chicago Bears, Ruben
Brown was big even as a 13-year-old Pee
League lineman in, 1985.
The Beartiattellrelett;
Payton, Jim McMahon and William "The
Refrigerator" Perry, a 375-pound uge, but Fridge
and the '85 Bears were larger than life — a team
remembered for its colorful characters, Hall of
Fame running back and a defense that ranks with the
best.ever.
That team also is remembered for winning the
Super Bowl, an achievement this season's Bears will
try to match Sunday
the
by
beating
Indianapolis Colts.
"We love the '85
Bears, but we're trying
to make some footprints of our own,"
Chicago
receiver
Bears vs. Colts
Bernard Berrian said. When: Sunday
"We're going to be in lime: 5:25 P.M.
their shadow until we Television: CBS
win this game."
(KFVS-12)
The '85 Bears are Records: Chicago (15lone
the franchise's
Indianapolis (15-4)
championship team in 3),
years,
and
past
43
the
that's only part of their legacy. With the Fridge, nonconformist McMahon and fiery coach Mike Ditka,
the Bears may have set a league record for charisma.
They even came with a soundtrack. The Bears
recorded "The Super Bowl Shuffle" way before they
got to Bourbon Street, and were still dancing when
the big game ended.
"The characters they had ... " current Chicago
linebacker Lance Briggs said."When I run into them
in a bar, they tell stories about what they did. They
were a wild group."
At least two Colts have ties to the legacy. Indy
receiver Aaron Moorehead's dad, Emery, was a tight
end for the '85 Bears. Leslie Frazier, who coaches the
Colts' defensive backs, started at cornerback for
Chicago in the Super Bowl 21 years ago.
"The bravado of that team — guys who had so
much confidence in their ability," Frazier said."Some
were bigger than the sport. McMahon was huge. The
Fridge was huge in his own way. Just big personaliAP
ties."
shadfrom
the
emerge
will
try
to
Bears
current
and
the
Urlacher
linebacker
Brian
Star
•
They were at their best during Super Bowl week ows of their 1985 brethem when the meet the Colts in'Sunday's Super Boliv1XLI. The
media
turned
national
the
in New Orleans, where
'85 Bears are a beloved team in Chicago after going 15-1 in the regular season before
Touting the New England Patriots in Super Bowl XX:
•See BOWL,2B

COLLEGE BASKETBALL ROI'NMI'

Indiana bucks Badgers
Wednesday night. snapping the Badgers' 17game winning streak.
After the victory, the Indiana faithful
stormed onto the court to enjoy the win.
Sampson, the former Oklahoma coach who
took over at Indiana before this season. wasn't exactly comfortable.
"In the last five or six years, I was always
By The Associated Press
on the other side of that," he said. "We
AP
For Indiana coach Kelvin Sampson, it was (Oklahoma) would lose and because we were
Indiana forward D.J White, left, puts up a shot an unusual and welcome sight.
so highly ranked the other fans would rush
Al Ratliff scored 18 of'his season-high the court. I can't remember having fans (at
against Wisconsin forward Marcus Landry during the second half in Bloomington, Ind., 20 points in the second half and the Hoosiers
•See ROUNDUP,2B
held off No. 2 Wisconsin 71-66 on
Wednesday night

HOOSIERS END
WISCONSIN'S
WINNING STREAK

Mu
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NBA STANDINGS

SECOND PLACE Pictured is the runner-up team in the Calloway County Little League's
third and fourth grade tournament Team members pictured include (front row, from left)
Jamie Russell, Lucas Hill, Coby Springer, coach Joe Anderson. (back row) coach Steve
Springer. Blake Schambacher, Austin Anderson. Isaiah Gorhrnan Hunter Bailey, Jimmy
White and coach Dewayne Hill
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points iii the earlier meeting
with the Lady (jots, iii.. tiding
an ! -ol 11 effort Iron the tree
ilnow line Its'. ot those loul
shots salUte V.11h 1 41 7 seconds
remaining. prov iding the vc
ning Mall!In kit Mtn/ a). State
"Vve basically won on a last
second shot at then place
Cross recalled I lies lc )er)
aggrs'ssi s.. 1111. ,..it al
Want
Delcioa)ek. the)

standing Job."
Sophomore center Kellea
Reeves is the Lady Govs' leading scorer, averaging 10.2 points
per gam.. Senior forward Alicia
Watson averages 8.2 ppg., while
leading the team in rebounding
at 6.1 boards per outing.
"They have some superior
athletes." said Cross. "Alicia
Vvalson is a very talented player.
She's as physically gifted as any.
player in the league. And Kellea
Reeves is a big post presence.
She.
.
lett-hander that can
score around the basket.
"'Hwy have a few players
st ho are streaky shooters, but
they 're very capable. That's
s‘imetlung we't e got to be ready
to play against in order to come
k
with a win.-

•Kennedy
an intangible the Racers largely didn't possess
From Page 1f3
entering this season.
Monday night
I e Governors have been powered by sopho),L in,it
Act'St has nom, won 1 1 straight
more forwards Drake Reed and Fernandez
tanks thud in the natior, behind national power,
1.(idsett, who rank No. I and 2, respectively, in
Wiss oitsitiand Florida
Ihe Cioternors, who hate lost old!, to scoring on the team. Reed is fourth in the OVC.
Morehead State at league play. will try for &AKA- averaging 16.0 points per game, while Lockett
puts up 11.4.'The duo also ranks seventh and sec,
4,11 sv.eep ot MSC tonight alter defeating the
ond in rebounding, averaging 6.2 and 8.0 boards
lb at (•Iarkst tile
Rat CIS (.5 50 inn Jan
per outing. respectively
In that meeting. Murray State lumped out to a
"I think you start with Fernandez Lockett and
I 7 point lead in the first halt and appeared to be in
it
command helore wilting in the set ond halt Drake Reed." Kennedy noted. "When you have
two guys who are undersized post guys that can
against the (iot detensit e pressure
post up, drive and shoot the ball as well as they do,
"Reallv. in the settmd halt, we sit Tpi)cd running
it's going to he a tough matchup in this league."
and allowed their detente to get up in us.'
Peay is also solid at the guard spots. where the
Kennedy let ailed nit the earlier game. "They vv
trio of tumors Derek Wright and Todd Babbington
[mire .1,i....Jessive Then defensive intensity really
irish sophomore Landon Shipley' resides.
ea% e us his iii the second halt, and we didn't han
Entering today •s action. Wnght ranks first in
die it from a • haracter standpoint Pie got I TuNir
the conference in 1-point field goal percentage
C,1 and started pointing lingers at the officials
s 42 Ii.wink Babbington is sixth (.402). Shipley.
-Non can't do that against that leant tin the
meanwhile, places third behind Reed and I.ockett
tit an) ti rne. and heat them I think Nc"
the learn in scoring at 9.3 ppg.
MOM,ell SOW('inMose areas Hopetully. that Lc
"They're getting outstanding play out of their
ploy cr. he the factor that helps us win this game..
point guard, who's running their team the nght
Ise added
way,- said Kennedy.. "With Babbington shooting it
1 or season. the Goys struggled to a fitth-place
they've just got good chem!wish in the ( (' standings with a young team well. and Shipley
istry
ihar trawled list' sophomores and use freshmen.
-On both ends 01 the floor, they're the best
yea c i s still a young squad this year. with no
coached
team and hest prepared team (In the
and only tour juniors on its 13-man roster
ire ,litteren,e. however, has. been its experience league). They're very consistent in everything
they do, and that's the mark of a good team"

▪ Bowl
From Page 18
quote and escapade
It a headline I ten a t!used
team
e made news when
'sit !slation mooned a IA hell
, vet
It ))„1, piiihahl) the tirst
1
ItiC Stipet BMA 1 V,as more

like a lock concert- said Ron
Rivera. a linebacker for those
•85 Bears and rita Their defensive coordmatiii
He didn't
have a curfew until 1 inlay night
We had a quarterback who was
tun-loving and enriy ed hunselt,
and a lot of guys tollimed him "

Most teams seem dull in
comparison. and that's the case
this week. Instead of stories
about bar-hopping Bears, there
are profiles of Chicago's Lovie
Smith and Indy's Tony Dungy as
laid-back coaches who win
without yelling or cursing.

)Couldn't Make If To The Game?
We've Got You Covered!

c

Catch All The
Basketball Action
On MES Channel 15

MIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAME
MHS Tigers vs.
gtzlis Calloway County
Catch The Replays Feb. 3, 4 & 6
1:30 p.m. & 8 p.m.
ONLY ON HES CHANNEL 13

AP
Florida's Al Horford (42)
dunks in front of two
Vanderbilt defenders during
the No. 1 Gators' 74-64 victoNo. 24
ry
over
the
Commodores on Wednesday
night in Gainesville, Fla,

GATORS RALLY
TO BEAT VANDY
home) rush the court like that."
Sampson said he wasn't worried about the crush of fans as
the game ended.
"I have security guys." he
joked. -I have a lot of confidence in my offensive line."
In other Top 25 games, it
was: No. I Florida 74, No. 24
Vanderbilt 64; No. 3 North
Carolina 105, Miami 64: No. 4
Ohio State 78. Purdue 60: No.
10 Texas A&M 73, Iowa State
49; No. 11 Memphis 87, Central
Florida 65; No. 13 Butler 71,
Youngstown State 58: No, 15
Nevada 79, Louisiana Tech 71:
N.C. State 70, No. 16 Virginia
Tech 59: No. 19 Alabama 73,
LSU 70 and Gonzaga 90, No. 23
Stanford 86, 20T.
Ratliff had a pair of 3-pointers during a 13-1 run and another 3-pointer that gave the
Hoosiers (16-5, 6-2 Big Ten) a
53-43 lead with under 10 minutes remaining.
A rebound basket by Alando
Tucker, who led Wisconsin (212, 7-1) with 23 points, and two
3-pointers by Kammron Taylor
helped the Badgers tie it at 59.
But Ratliff scored six of
Indiana's next eight points.
including two free throws with a
minute to go to for a 70-66 lead,
and the Badgers never recovered.
"I felt somebody had to step
up and makc a play," Ratliff
said. "I felt like I was hitting all
my shots and I was open. so I
had all the confidence in the
world."
D.J. White added 16 points
lot the Hoosiers, who beat their
highest-ranked opponent since
an NCAA tourney upset of No. I
Duke in 2002.
"This was a tremendous college basketball game," Sampson
said. "When you get down to a
possession game, you've got to
make baskets."
No. 1 Florida 74,
No. 24 Vanderbilt 64
At Gainesville, Fla.. Lee
Humphrey made three consecutive 3-pointers to key Florida's
rally from a double-digit deficit.
The Gators 120-2, 7-0
Southeastern
Conference)
trailed by as many as 12 points
in the first half and were down
41-30 at the break. But they
looked much more like the
defending national champions in
the second half.
Honda extended its winning
streak against Vanderbilt (15-7.
5-31 to seven.
No. 3 North Carolina 105,
Miami 64
At Chapel Hill, N.C., Tyler
Hansbrough scored 22 points
and grabbed. 13 rebounds to lead
North Carolina to the victory.
Wayne Ellington scored 14
points for the Tar Heels(20-2,6I Atlantic Coast Conference),
who had no trouble winning
their fifth straight game.
Anthony Hams scored 18
points for the Hurricanes (9-13.
2-6), who have lost five straight
a.
games.
No.4 Ohio State 78,
Purdue 60
At West Lafayette, Ind., Mike
Conley scored 18 points and
lamer Butler added 16 to help
Ohio State win their sixth
straight game.
Daequan Cook had 12 points
and 10 rebounds and Greg Oden
added nine points and six
rebounds for the Buckeyes (193,7-I Big Ten).

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct GB
23 23 500
Toronto
1
22 24 478
New Jersey
4
20 28 417
New York
319
81'2
15 32
Philadelphia
12 33 26710 1/2
Boston
Southwest Division
W L Pct GB
27 18.600
—
Washington
24
22.522 3 1/2
Orlando
7
Miami
20 25 444
12 27 386 9 12
Atlanta
Charlotte
17 28.378 10
Central Division
L Pct GB
—
Detroit
26 18 591
26 19 578 1,2
Chicago
26 19 578 12
Cleveland
24 21 533 2 1'2
Indiana
18 28 391
9
Milwaukee
Wednesday's Scores
Orlando 98, Milwaukee 73
Atlanta 115, Gorden State 94
Toronto 119, Washington 109
Charlotte 104. New York 87
LA Lakers 111, Boston 98
Detroit 113 New Jersey 89
Dallas 95. Memphis 94
Sacramento 100, Minnesota 98
Philadelphia 89. New Orleans 78
Houston 112, Seattle 102
Utah 97 San Antonio 93
Portland 100, Denver 91

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W L Pct GB
38 9 809
Dallas
6
32 15 681
San Antonio
8
29 16 644
Houston
19 26 422
18
New Orleans
12 35 255
26
Memphis
Northwest Division
W L Pct GB
30 17 638
Utah
22 21 512
6
Denver
22 23 489
7
Minnesota
20 27 426
10
Portland
17 29 37012 1/2
Seattle.
Pacific Division
W L Pct GB
Phoenix
36 9.800
—
L.A. Lakers
28 18.609 8 1/2
LA Clippers
22 22500131/2
21 25.45715 1/2
Golden state
18 26409171/2
Sacramento
Today's Games

Cleveland at Miami, 7 p m.
San Antonio at Phoenix 930 p.m
Friday's Games
LA. Lakers at Indiana, 6 p m
Golden Slate at Philadelphia. 6p m
Toronto at Atlanta 630 p in

L A. Clippers at Boston. 6.30 p m
Charlotte at Cleveland, 6.30 p m
New Jersey at Orlando, 7 pm
Milwaukee at Detroit, 7 pm
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Minnesota vs. New Orleans at
Oklahoma City, 7 p m.
Portland at Denver, 8 pm
Chicago at Seattle. 930 p.m.
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O.J. Mayo exits the court this past Friday after being ejected
from a basketball game against Capital for an altercation with
an official.

Mayo might miss
game against Scott Co.
No REVIEW OF REFEREE'S
ACTIONS PLANNED
CHARLESTON. W.Va.(AP)
Huntington High coach Lloyd
— The Secondary School McGuffin alleged that Lazo
Activities Commission doesn't faked the fall.
Lazo, who declined comment
plan to review the conduct of a
referee who called two technical Wednesday, also does officiating
fouls on West Virginia prep star work in tile West Virginia
0.1. Mayo. then fell to the floor Conference and the Division 1
after the pair bumped into one ,Big South Conference.
another.
In addition to Mayo, five
SSAC Executive Director Huntington teammates also got
Mike Hayden said Wednesday two-game suspensions for leavhe had received no complaints ing the bench. Lawyers for the
about referee Mike Lazo before six players this week claimed the
last Friday. when Lazo cited SSAC denies due process to susMayo in the fourth quarter of pended athletes.
Huntington High's game against
A judge issued a temporary
Capital.
retraining order in their cases
Mayo. one of the nation's top and set a Feb.9 hearing in Cabell
seniors, was ejected and received County Circuit Court. enabling
an automatic two-game suspen- Mayo to play Tuesday night in
sion.
Huntington•s 73-66 win over
The SSA('doesn't hold refer- Artesia. ('alit.
ees under the same microscope
Huntington was scheduled to
as college conferences and pro play Fnday against Scott County.
sports. The SSAC has someone (Ky.) in Lexington. Ky.
available for rules interpretations
but that person isn't the referees'
supervisor. Hayden said.
"We don't really supervise
them oursclves other than they
have certain things they have to
do during a year, such as take a
... test, attend so many meetings
Those are set up by themselves,"
TV Schedule
Hayden said. "We don't review
Today
GOLF
officials' decisions.
2 p.m.
"If an official asks us to evalTDC — PGA Tour FBA Open hell
uate a game. we'll certainly do
round. at Scottsdale Anz
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
that. We'll critique them if they
6 p.m.
ask us to do it. We tell them it's
ESPN — Georgetown at St John's
difficult for us to take a video7:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Stunt Louis Si
tape from one angle and make a
Saint Joseph's
judgment."
II p.m.
According to Lazo. Mayo
ESPN — Duke at Virginia
930
p.m.
came into contact with him.
FSN — Oregon at UCLA
causing the referee to fall to the
NBA
7 p.m.
floor as he approached the scorTNT — Cleveland at Miami
er's table. Under state rules, a
9:30 p.m.
student who touches or tries to
TNT — San Anion's:sat Phoenix
PREP BASKETBALL
touch an official in protest can be
6 p.m.
declared ineligible for up to a
ESPN2 — Loyola (III )vs North
year.
Central (Ind I. at Indianapolis
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Conklin's MCMA recital Feb. 18
honors memory of Jan Wilson
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Photo provided
MMS STUDENT PLAY: Murray Middle School sixth grade
students performed a play as a culmination of their arts and
humanities block with Donna Keller, librarian. Students
decided to do research on various historic figures. Pictured
above are Miquela Blasingame and Lucas Anderson as
they emcee the Artist of the Year Awards.

71

Solo piano recital to
be held Feb. 11
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Pianist Janet Bass Smith performance from the Univerfrom Bowling Green, Ky., will sity of Missouri. the Univer-present a solo piano recital on sity of North Carolina and the
Sunday, Feb. 11, at Murray State University of Wyoming. In
'University. The recital will be addition, she has done advanced
held in the Performing Arts study at the Juilliard School
Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts of Music and the Eastman
Building at 3:30 p.m. Admis- School of Music.
The author of published artision is free and the public is
invited to attend.
cles in several journals. Smith's
The program will include work was most recently includpieces representing all kinds ed in Keyboard Companion in
of birds, including hens, pen- 2005 and American Music
guins, vultures, peacocks, Teacher in 2006.
She has master teacher cerrobins, owls and woodpeckers.
Composers on the program tification and received the
include Rameau, Beach, Bern- Teacher of the Year award in
stein, MacDowell, Griffes, 2000 from the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association.
Ravel, Messiaen and Liszt.
Smith, who serves as a seaSmith currently maintains
Mammoth
Alt*angrat 111441W
, is a church
aVe atm
BowItfig reen, aridPlikaf"e9.1r6ffirat
as
on the faculty of four univer- organist, amateur cellist, avid
caver. and a prize-winning oil
sities.
She holds degrees in piano painter and poet.

Snider will perform at
soybean event at center
Tennessee musician and funnyrnan Mike Snider will make
a special appearance at Murray State University's 3rd annual Soybean Promotion Day.
Feb. 8, at the MSU Curris
Center Theater. Sponsored by
the university's school of agriculture and the Kentucky Soybean Board, Snider will perform at 4:30 p.m. following
an afternoon of seminars and
discussions concerning the
future andn challenges surrounding one of the world's most
important commodities.
A crowd favorite at last
year's Soybean Promotion Day,
Snider has been booked for a
repeat performance at this year's
event.
A quick-study musician.
Snider began playing the oldtime banjo at the age of 16
and quickly became the Tennessee State Bluegrass Banjo
Champion and winner of the
Mid-South Banjo Playing Contest. He captured the title of
Banjo
Bluegrass
National
Champion at age 23 and saw
his popularity soar with appearances on The Nashville Network's Nashville Now alongside host Ralph Emery and as
a cast member of the syndicated comedy variety show lice
Haw. He was inducted into
country music's elite Grand Ole
Opry in 1990 and shares country comedy notoriety with legendary acts such as Minnie
Pearl, Rod Brasfield, Jerry
Clower and others.
Tagged as a "showman to
the core." Snider delights audiences with his authentic Tennessee drawl telling homespun
stories about country life. Distinctly great sounds from
Snider's talented string band
intertwine with the humor to
produce a show that is entertaining for all.
Registration for Soybean
Promotion Day will begin at
11:30 a.m. A sponsored lunch
eon will be held at noon. Seminars will be held throughout
the afternoon on topics covering the hot topics relating to
the scybean industry, marketing focus and an update on

The Murray Civic Music
Association and the community of Murray join together to
honor the late Jan Wilson.
Mrs. Wilson served for many
years on the MCMA Board of
Directors.
Events include a concert by
Dr. Scott Conklin, yiolin, and
Dr. Alan Huckleberry, piano,
on Feb. 18 at 2:30 p.m. Tickets are $10 at
the door of
Murray State's
Performing
Arts Hall or by
MCMA membership. Proceeds
from
tickets at the
door go toward
children's concerts to honor
Conklin
Wilson
Mrs.
and the work she did arranging children's concerts.
Conklin and his family are
longtime friends of the Wilson family. In addition to
Conklin's tribute to Jan Wilson during the concert, Roger
Reichmuth, past-president of
MCMA and retired Murray
State development director and
music educator, will speak
briefly in her memory.
Dr. Conklin's concert program includes Beethoven's
Spring Sonata, Camille SaintSaens' Sonata #1 in D- for
Violin and Piano. and Sonata
for Violin and Piano by Kevin
Beavers.
An hour before the concert.
the Renaissance for Knowledge
Library Committee and Tri
Sigma Sorority dedicate a copper water wall fountain for
Waterfield
Murray
State's
Library in Mrs. Wilson's memory in the library's lobby. She
was a member of the Committee and advisor to the sorority.
Conklin also offers a master class in violin for Murray
State Unixessv SAprAentin
'Feb. .19. to Tufther'bonor Wilson's devotion to supporting
young people's music education.
Wilson advanced this mission of the Murray Civic Music
Association and the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, of which she
was a member, by organizing

the use of alternative fuels.
There is no charge to attend
any of the activities, however
those planning to attend are
asked to call 809-3556 to place
their reservations.
The first 200 people to RSVP
will receive a tree ticket to
attend Soybean Promotion
Night later that evening when
MSU tips-off with Eastern Kentucky at the Regional Special
Events Center.

the attendance of students from
regional schools at children's
concerts.
A Murray native, Conklin has
performed as a violin soloist
with
numerous orchestras
including
the
Louisville,
Nashville, and Berlin Symphony Orchestras. He was named
a "Rising Star" and a featured
artist at the 2004 Music Teachers National Association Conference in Kansas City.
Conklin regularly performs
as a soloist, chamber musician,
and orchestral player, and he
is currently Assistant Professor of Violin at The University of Iowa School of Music.
Conklin also teaches pre-college violin and chamber music
at The Preucil School of Music
in Iowa City.
In summer months, Conklin
has served or continues to serve
on faculty at Sound Encounters in Kansas, American Suzuki Institute (Stevens Point,
Wisc.), Ottawa Suzuki Institute Mid-Southwest and Young
Artist Camp, DFW WOW (Dallas/Fort Worth,), and Interlochen
(Mich.) among others.
He has also performed as a
guest artist at Musica en Cornpostela in Santiago de Compostela, Spain. Conklin is a
former faculty member of The
University of Texas at Arlington and he also taught on several occasions as a substitute
violin professor for Brian Lewis
at The University of Texas at
Austin.
Conklin earned master of
music and doctorate of musical arts degrees from The University of Michigan School of
Music as a student of Paul
Kantor. He also holds a bachelor of music degree from The
Cleveland Institute of Music,
where he studied with David
Updegraff. During his youth.
Conklin was a student of Carol
Dallinger, Violin Professor at
the University of Evansville.
Ciinklin'S collaborative
pianist for the concert is his
colleague at The University of
Iowa School of Music, Alan
Huckleberry, assistant professor of piano pedagogy and collaborative arts, who . holds
degrees from the conservatories of Karlsruhe and Cologne
(Germany), as well as from

Jan and Dr. Bill Wilson
the University of Michigan
(MM. DMA).
He has performed both in
recitals and as a soloist with
orchestras in Germany, England.
Czech Rep., Italy. Austria.
Spain, France. and the United
States. This past fall he was
heard on his tour through seven
states, as well as Costa Rica,
He is also a
prizewinner of
numerous
national
and
international
piano competitions, such as
the first prize
in the German
National Competition and the
winner of the
Huckleberry
University of
Michigan Concerto Competition.
Dr. Huckleberry is also ti
sought-after chamber musician,
master class clinician, and piano
pedagogy lecturer. Recent and

upcoming recitals in addition
to this one miith Conklin include
performances with saxophonists Donald Stma and Kenneth
Use (with whom he can he
heard on Cry stal Records). and
fluti;ts Amy Porter. Jim Walker and Tadet, cudho, his inaioi
include
Barbara
teachers
Szczepanska. Naovuki 'Faneda.
Josef Scheirer, Elizabeth Leonskaya. Martin Katz. and Arthur
Greene, under whom he completed his DMA in Piano Performance and Pedagop at the
University of Michigan.
Before his appointment at the
University of Iowa, he taught
at the Cologne Cehaervatery
at Wuppertal in Germany. 01
Albion College Mich.). aria
the Universits tit Michigan
MCMA's dlith Season continues on March 9 551111 a I he Doi.ki
p.m. concert h
Johnson Chorus in Murra
State's Lox ett Auditorium. For
information. see NK'NlAweh• • •
or call 753-0224.

Final 'Harry Potter' book to be published July 21
LONDON (AP) — "Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows," the last of seven
installments of the boy wizard's adventures, will be published July 21, author
J.K. Rowling said Thursday.
Rowling announced the publication date
on her Web site.
Bloomsbury, her British publisher, said
it would publish a children's hardback
edition, an adult hardback, a special gift
edition and an audio book on the same

Ott

Olt

2

lion copies worldwide and been translated into 64 languages, Bloomsbury said
The last book. "Harry Potter and the HalfBlood Prince,- sold 2.009.574 copies in
Britain on the first day of its release.
The Potter franchise is so important to
the company's earnings that it announced
the publication to the London Stock
Exchange. Bloomsbury' shares were up
2.2 percent to $4.41) after the announcement.

day.
Scholastic Children's Books. the U.S.
publisher, said it would offer a hardback
edition at a suggested retail price of
$34.99, a deluxe edition at $65.(X) and a
reinforced library edition at $39.99.
Bloomsbury noted that this year is the
10th anniversary of the publication of the
first "Harry Potter- book in the phenomenally successful series.
The "Potter" books have sold 325 mil-
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MOTOR COMPANY

FREE 2 LITER COKE WITH EVERY TEST DRIVE WHO! MEOTIOOIRG THIS RU!
2004 SATURN VUE V6 AWD

2004 NISSAN XTERRA XE V6 4WD

2005 MERCURY MARINER

2006 NISSAN MURANO 5 AWD
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'23,988
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Auto. Keyless. Alum.
Wheels,Nke.23k Moles

$15
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1992 CAPRICE CLASSIC

199

2002 FORD WINDStAR LIMITED

r2003FORD TAURUS SES w/LEATHER

15A88

*my

, / -41s
One Owner.955 Onginal Moles.
ONE OF A KIND!

'4988
REGISTER FILM II SUPL:ti (.111.11_ F1111"11/ IFPIICK1

ve.Wheal.Leather.
Loaded,OnIy 31a Mites

9,988

V6. Leather Power Doors

(Chips, Cokes, Party Tray, Etc.) $1
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ADJUSTMENTS

11.426104 4.1 Noir,
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DEADLINES
Fr Him
1.m
-

111,1 4,r1
010
020
025
COO
040
050
060
070
090
105
0
120
141
1140
150
155
160
165
140

Mon 1 pm
litOr 5 p M
• .. Wed 1 pm
rho, 11 am
7r,,t I p m

Legal Nonce
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Waned
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Poetion Warned
Domestic & Otedcare
Business Opportunity
E I...Ironic•
Computers
&Penance Parts
Worn To Buy
Articles For See
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

100
195
200
210
220
260
210
260
AK,
300
320
130
140
360
370
360
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
leery Equipment
Sports Eery:nen
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Horne Lots For 940444
Monroe Home For Sale
Mobile Murree For Rem
Mote* Horne LOW FOI Rant
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Regale
Commercial Property
Pee & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies.
Public See
Land For Rent or Lease

430
436
440
446
450
456
460
470
460
405
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

4.66 0.6.65
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lois For Rent
Farms For See
Acreage
Hanes Fa Saie
Motorcycles & ATV is
Auto Perts
Sport Utley Venrcies
Used Cam
Vans
Used trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Oilseed
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

55

SI

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period (
'in: Guide)
$3.35 •er column inch extra for Monda
I

SI t•-•

I

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 2p welds $.501 each
Additional Consecutive Wye:. S.11 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Snooper(Mon. Classifieds go into Shoppirtg Guide)
53.00 extra for blind box ads.
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'HAPPY

Notice

Law Office of

IMMEDIATE OPENING

STEVE VIDMER

Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
'Minimal Hours 'Monthly Pay

General Practice of Law Includ I 11
BANKRUPCY ASSISTANCI,
CHAPTERS 7 &I3
CRIMINAL DEFENSE
DIVORCE/CUSTODY
PROBATE

Must hove own automobile good driving
record and vehicle insurance Sot day per
week delivery Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at

753-1752

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

Tills IS +i!si ALA Lit I!SEMEN I
Dm Rad ,Agerk.

060

030

Notice

Help Wanted
F

GET THIS 1X1
\ I) FOR ONLY

SERVALL

i'drerls
$35

I

,t

!qr.; =I,

Termite & Pest Control

Hell

Seeking a person for the Sales

rtx ,'1,11rtr
,tr
,
,tor

.75.00 PER

"

Department. Experience in pest

MONTH
( ALL 753-1916

CI maul industrv

a plus hut not

required. Applicant needs to he
cnergetic. outgoing. and at least 18
\ ears of age. There are competitive
v‘ ages. benefits, and insurance.
Apply. in person at
1604 Stale Route 121 North, Murray.
,V14_14114 tlit I ill/A.

,r

Hnirtis and an excel,.

t

r19€

lir ecseil 0 the

II,

• it, ••

please.

PURCHASE FORD

• • t.
i.umpelitive

Kott 11 10,

is seeking 2 success oriented Ind' iduall who want to be part of a winning
team Sales experience prelerred. hut
x% III train it son hase the right skills
li v.ellew

opportunity

s,s,ilsot it I+ a

sear

to

ear ri

plus benefits

Call for an appointmentserious inquiries only!
full 11 ot Mgr)
NURSING HOME
ADMINISTRATOR

(270) 247-930()

MASSAGE THERAPIST
ttfl‘,44

i

f
T1'1 It'Sht

ta,
t, #.1

•ix•rr

new

no

SefltI If Flutl•-.419

quoit- it

:

2reat career in a fast paved.
,pucat.
tree t.:11111C V* Me working
ith
prs•Iessionals to relieve pain'' If
• it/ Me .1 r
,
s1111.C. high-energy person.
th , tinitier Clients pros ided. benefits
:lid:awed pay
tiered

aro ben
ta-ulitt•
1,'1iH4fl11 4C1ti4i avail
••, I,
tax
Please
lo I 636c 536
,•••
• t 0 send T, Arbor
•

iii•

Can,

For further details, call 270-251-0907
and ask for Kelly.
In te rs less s to commence promptly.

Flt,1

•I'

cm! .
.
1 11 irk H

I
i-‘perienced Store
• \ot.4ni VI:onagers in the
and
Madi.onville
.

iitlf

t I nP,I,

,"or

ttmpetihvo

*.$,4,. Acii an excel
not ti.enett package
•
II( pnsed .n the
Kentucky
Apply tworsori at
Biitthaven of Berton
,20,41 7 Man' Street Hwy
F47 S Renton KY
4555 EOE AAF NO

CALL.
t ACE

()IN Stockade

`,Jc41.
us

hiring Daytime hot

Monday-Friday
44

wage
package
person Mon

.1mpetivve

lsef1c4fft

•
4

‘Itirrai I edger /le Times

Is.sitied• 2*0-761-1916

DoKipac

No Overnight Travel
Salary - Bonuses

mak in

V.

pall

teillit 1,41 V. Ill

Aggressisc (.-ompensation
(ompctitise Medical. 1)ental and
Nision ('oserage
4411iki Plan
Educational Assistance
Send qualified resumes to:
Bobby Spaulding at 1270) 2104016
or apply in person.
FIFO Employer

INDEPENDENCE
HOME PHARMACY
JOB FAIR
Date: 2/5/07 • Time: 11 A.M.- 1P.M.
We are seeking to hire indi‘iduals with a !tiedkal/phartnacy background These indis duals
must he responsible. trustworthy, and highly
motisated Must also ha%e computer expenence. excellent %erhal and antten ,:ommunicanon skills, and work well alone or in a group.
Bnng your resume to 1306 South 12th Street.
Murray, Kt You will be required to fill oul a
job application on site. No phone calls please.

sa• .454 ..4141
sadsga.

i no

more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
$8 more for a double spot

Come Join The
Fastest Growing
Company Of Its
Kind In Western
Kentucky
Fax resume to
Paducah Office

(no more than

TWENTY three year
old company needs
motivated people who
are career oriented.
Must be self motivated,
dependable, and ready
to provide quality service Positions available
are Office and Service
Tech Office Applicants
must be proficient in
marketing and computer Must know MS
Word, Excel, Publisher,
Power
Point. and
Internet. Service Tech
must have experience
in either HVAC. RV.
Marine. or appliance
repair Further training
will
be
provided.
Contact 270-354-9239

LAI
Nev.
11

Cali tc

LOVELINE - $10 EACH

1-270-415-4406

ances,
about
days.
753-96
Like ni
appliai
Dr. 27i
leave'

21
31
$100
for qui
Of

111. PICTURES - $12 EACH

Insurance & More

25 words)

Deadline for receipt
of photos love
lines is Wednesday,
February 7 at 5PM.

To two of the cutest little Valentine's
we know, Madison & Parker Hobbs
We love you both very much,

Moms & Daddy

,47

Mail information, payment, and sender's name and phone number to
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or come by the office at 1001 Whitnell Ave, Murray
between 7:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Contact Jill or Julie at(270)753-1916for more information.

c2

NEWL
Close
QUIE1
garbai
cable i
and c
month
759-1

NICE I
apartn

plus ui
officio'
tance
South
anima
allows
(270)2
Jerry

NI

Duncan Creek Technology
270-489-2666

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I 505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Computer Support
-Fast support for home/business
-LAN/WAN Network Experts
-SoftWate tftfil Integration
-Internet sites and Marketing
-Phone systems - le Long Distance
-240 Affordable Assistance
www.dcreek.com

YOUNGBLOOD'S RV

Center of Mayfield.
Sales opportunity for
RVs and *The RV
Lifestyle". Must be selfmotivated and willing to
work on Saturdays. We
sell tun. Call Roger at
270-247-8591_

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Beilf001.11 Apartments

Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

1,21
We

APPlY
902

Wed
Phi

El

TOO;

REC

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

in1

1 50

Waitlo Buy
CLEANING houses is
my business
Cal
Cinda H 759-9553
CLEANING is what we
do Residential or businesses. References
available. Cali the sisters
731-498-6404.
270-226-9565
D's cleaning services
753-3802
MSU masters student
offering house, pet
and babysining and
(217)821tudonng
6528

Compilers

A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

learn.

sir.'n people °nen,c'oellent aivinniurocatron
and sound rlecroon
.4 .411 t1 11211111t management
In .5 Iticd with

a.-141

sew 0144, 1(1
e434•404747, Attagrartal,

GOOD used refngera
tors, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condi
boners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633.
WANTED: Scrap cars.
Paying $140 per ton.
753-5500

Articles
For Sde
3 wheel adult bike, F.P.
Harley
Davidson
motorcycle. Grayco 3
in 1 stroller and travel
set, c.arseat. 753-0728
6X12 utility trailer with
and
ramp/gate
weedeater racks & new
treated floor. $600.
293-8285

MOM COMPUTERS

(

irid main
; • sit,tin Must
'• • 0
.• ahie • It/ 9AM
, ariv FridaV
• person at
ci• me Trends
S (rd
•i;Oil 'HAVEN • 1
l/ei trcur'tt
9 appIli
I
1-111,,
,
• ,
podt
• I
Hart rime t3N

SALES
PEOPLE
WANTED

IMAC. OS 90. 'Movie
Tunes, Apple Works.
Palm Desktop WI print
er and scanner. $300
270-761-1212

'

tiestetfield MC)
"tOE
• -51-11'
,
Ho bookkeeper
• • s • trl• local bus'i
Qui, ktrooks
1,4., a must
t
t• HIS Send
' '• (0 Box
•
IV riav KY

r)ia you love working
with kids'

VALENTINES DAY
opex,a
7 cd.t.
)95413W1.../ et.4-.
cv-

020

2BR
Valley
month
293-14
213R
apphar

RE 75:
aBR

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Deparlinent at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax 753-1927

'MOW

[
EC

b
ANT1OUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray
WASTE oil wanted
Drum exchange
D Fawns LLC
(270)436-2215

92 Cougar, V-8, tech,
sun-root new transmission, NC, tires.
loaded 52,575 080.
Washer 753-4109
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
ENCLOSED trailer.
7x14, ramp door
$3.750 753-1816

PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection. Great
Pncesl 753-0530

C.N.A.
hill-time. 6AM-2PM,good working conditions,
pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at.

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive
EOE

Responsible

persons to provide long
term residential...woo-and housing for
adults with developmental disabilities as
Adult Foster Care. Applicants must be at
least
18
years
old
with
HS
Diploma/GED. Background check
required. Send resume to: Terry'

Hudspeth. Chief Operations Officer.
Four Rivers Behavioral Health. 425
Broadway. Suite 201. Paducah. KY
42003.

Artkies
For Sale
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months_ FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions,
Plasma, LCD. DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by.
Toshiba. Sony, LG.
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley TV 759-0901

Calloway County
',atonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
KENMORE range,
*tide. $150.00,
Antique oak gate leg
tads w/2 leaves and
4-chairs $300,00 5piece
poly-resin wicker patio
set, green $100.00
All negotiable
293-2770 753-8872
RV
storage
unit.
L 42*xW 14'xH 15,
$1,100 OBO.
0-753-0255.
N 753-5929.

Premier
walk-in bath
6 months old
$3,000 OBO
Paid $6,700
489-2145

5-roprly

270-767-9111
www.murraykyapartments.com

Firewood

436-2619

Homes For Sale

Mobile home & land.
38R 2BA $4,500
down,$595 month.
Calloway County. Call
Ruthie 270-753-1011

***OWNER
Financing***
No credit check. Mobile
home & lot. $3,500
down, $395 month. 38
Wood Lake Dr. or 55
Jessica Ln . Murray.
Call Ruthie (270)7531011
1995 16x80 38R 2BA.
Must
be
moved.
516.000 753-5998

SELECTIONSELECTION

APPLIANCES

WARD ELKINS

(210) 753-1/13

you in your new
homelff New & preowned
models to
choose from?!
731-584-9429

For sale or rent '96
16X80. on 6/10 acre.
$450/month
rent.
Rosemary Risner
270-210-4756
NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866
SOUTH Hazel, TN.
14x80. 38R 2BA.

24/7 access to lake on
family resort. $170

IN Mu

NEW models are here,
Ali 2006 models must
go!! Get a great deal on
your new home today',
731-584-9109

Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near'
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR near MSU, other

NEW
Year's
Celebration'! 3E1R 2BA
SW fireplace, pantry.

locations available.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9698

REDUCED!
EXCELLENT
rental
property Of starter
home.29R with fenced
In 1/2 we shaded lot
$9.700. 753-6012

2BR
depot
270-7!

2BR,!
dishwi
washe
C/KA
year li
depot
753-2i

1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets

731-934-4926

2BR
App
pets
994-a

$110 per month. Newer
homes only. 492-8488

glewide. Call
(270) 293-5914

w ac.?!

SLEEI
per rn
requin

2BR ff
with t
$7501
436-5:

month. Utilities available. 270-227-0406

$350

[
El

492-8526

2 brand new mob*,
homes on lots, movein ready, Almo area,
(1)60x28 ft. doublewide.(1) 76x16 sun-

more with payments

USED

YOUR tax refund gets

**OWNER
Financing***
No credit check.

under

I ct
pur
hor
or
call

Prc

FIREWOOD for sale.
$50 a rick delivered

dishwasher 6 much

LARGE

ogerrsunc, LLC

One and two bedroom apartments available
All appliances furnished. Water. sewer, trash.
and cable TV included in rent. Security
deposit required. One year lease. NO PETS'

UNFU
close
for oni
pets,
3rd 75

28R apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
28R duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898

stove,
garag
depos

A&
Net

ME

Li

M-URI
Lock
units'
753-2

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

ESTATE AUCTION
Bt 11(ii .1.
1.0eution.
t'omiit•

'All Size Units,
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

LOCATION: Jonathan Creek, 7581 St. At. 68 just past

ANNOUNCEMENTS

"Sportsmans"

*One order, One
check, One smart
move' Same time and
money by making one
call to place a 25-word
classified in 70
Kentucky newspapers
tor only $250 For
more information, contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

NOTICE: Selling the estate of Mr. Lloyd Briggs

(ash or 'Fenn.
('all 761-H0\11..
' 14663)

TOOLS - TOOLS- TOOLS. SHOP EQUIPMENT- WOOD WORKING
EQUIPMENT - YAMAHA RHINO 660, 4X4, ATV, TRACTOR. TRAILERS
8, MUCH, MUCH MORE!!!

Aryl Yamaha
inn For Sals
2 story house, con
structed in 2003,3 bed
rooms, 2.5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn
Call (270)978-1213

Storage Reid*
2BR duplex. 1304
Valleywood.
$400
month. 759-9920 or
293-1446
2IIIR near MSU. CA-1/A,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
Like new. 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr. 270-435-4382 or
leave message.
LlVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEWLY built 2BR 2BA.
Close to university.
QUIET area. Water,
garbage pickup, and
cable included. Washer
and dryer. $500 per
month. 753-2225,
759-1509
NICE one-bedroom
apartment $275.00
plus utilities, energy
efficient, walking distance to university 400
South 16th upstairs.
animal
allowed (270)753-3704
(270)293-2072
Jerry Speight
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.

able
trash
It
FTS

UNFURNISHED 1-BR,
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets, available January
3rd 753-5980

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

ram.

35 Acres w/ 1/2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346.8.7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
Can 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East. 1-1/2 miles from
downtown, 2,388
square feet, .803 acre
lot. Formerly Red
Oaks Bridles to
Britches. Call
753-5856, cell
293-7127

WANTED
HUNTING LAND
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172
460
Homes For Sib

Commurical Prop. For Rent
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480
PROFESSIONAL
office located on 2nd
floor at 309 N. 4th St.
Across from Judicial
Building. Two offices,
waiting room, full bath
and shower. Public
and private entrances.
Covered parking
space. Approximately
625sq ft $450 per
month plus utilities.
759-3954
Retail/office
space.
University Square. Hwy
641/ Twelfth Street,
Approx. 1,300 sq. ft.
270-753-1498 X 110.

Pits & Supplies
DOG Obedience,
436-2858.
Retriever
GOLDEN
,AKC
;
4,u
6p
op
tgest.ed:
270-227-1879,
270-492-8017

HAY:
mixed
$2.75/bale, new/used
saddles & tack. Paso
Fino horses 436-5442
HORSE-QUALITY
Bermuda grass square
bales. 731-514-3632

ent '96
O acre,
rent
or

Judy

Denton

Real Estate

SLEEPING room. $150
per month. References
required. 767-9037

50 ACRES

Houses For Rent

2BR lake front property
with deep water dock.
$750 month. 759-9046,
436-5258
2BR, stove refrigerator,
dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up.
C/WA. $550 month. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit. No pets
753-2259 or 527-8174
IN Murray, 2 bedrooms,
refrigerator,
stove,
garage,
no
pets,
dnonsa 762-0767

Is. near
Murray
200/mo

, other
be,
lamen

Is
1
month

s.
_

xis furRE

WOODWORKING EQUIPMENT. Grdity 24" Shaper - Gnzzly
Table Saw
- Grizzly Jointer - Gnzzly 15" Planer - Grizzly Dna Press - Grizzly G1778
Router
Grizzly
Power Feeder
18" Wood Bana Saw - Grizzly Buffer/Polisher
- Gnzzly Surface Grinder - Craftsman Radial Arm Saw - Craftsman DnI1
Press - Craftsman Router & Table - Craftsman Dovetail Machine Craftsman Dolls, Saws, Routers, Belt Sanders - Craftsman Side Grinders Craftsman 6" Bench Gnnder wiStand - Craftsman Welder 230/180 AC-DC Craftsman 15" Drill Press 1 HP w/Stand - Craftsman Belt & Disc Sander
w/Stand - Delta Disc/Belt Sander Model SA446 - Delta 1" & 5" Disc & Belt
Sander- Scroll Saw on Stand. (2) Mod Lathes - Vibratory Sanding Box Skil, Milwaukee, Makaa, Sawsalls - Wagner Cordless Caulker - Hammer
Drill- Makaa Belt Sander - Kreg Joint Press- Shop Tables wNises, Clamps,
SteeLWood - 14'x40" Wood Lathe - JG Blount Wood Lathe - Over 100
Router Bits(Some never used) - Several Sets of DnIl Bits - (6) Lathe Tooling
Sets - Shaper Cutter Bits - Depth Gauges, Calipers, Etc. - Doweling Jigs Template Guides - Porter Cable Dovetailing Machine - Mortising Machine (2) Dewalt 12" Compound Mitre Saws - (40t) Saws, Dnlls, Sanders,
Routers, Etc. - Dust Collection System (In Place) - (4) Johnsered Chain
Saws - (8) Bar Clamps- (22) Pipe Clamps- (8) Wood Clamps- (50±) Hand
Clamps - Sand Paper & Cabinet (Lots) - (10+) Nail Guns & Electric Braiders
- Metal Rulers - Offset Cordless DnI1- Cordless Drills, Dewalt & Porter/Cable
- Air Compressors - Table Vise w/Butcher Block Top & Pegs - Board Stands
& Rollers
AIR COMPRESSORS. PRESSURE WASHERS: Campbell Hausfield 5 HP,
20 Gal, Extreme Duty Air Compressor w/Wheels - Kobalt 3.5 HP, 60 Gal.
135 PSI, High Output Air Compressor - 7.5 HP, 80 Gal. Air Compressor (like
new) - (2) 2200 PSI, 5.5 HP Pressure Washer
GENERATORS WELDERS & OTHER - Okeefe & Merritt 12.5 KW Single &
3 Phase Power Unit, PV-26 AN,4 Cyl., Jeep Engine Gas converted. to LP Coleman 8 HP, 4000 Watt Generator - Coleman 10 HP, 5000 Watt Generator
- Craftsman AC/DC Welder. 230/180 - Century Model 117-009 Wire Feed
Welder - Lincoln SP 125 Plus Mig Welder - Acetylene/Oxygen Torch Set Welding Table, Leads, Rods & Rod Heater - Chop Saw - C-Clarnps &
Accessories - Portable Metal Cutting Band Saws - (10+) 4" & 6" Grinders Jacks & Jack Stands - Overhead Dolly - Chain Hoists - Cherry Picker Daytona Porta Power, 10 ton set - Clarke Sandblasting Set - Pipe Vises
w/Tripods - Bench Grinders - Pipe Cutters - Flaring Tools - (8±) Vacuum
Pumps - Wire Cable Cutters - Commercial Power Painter - (2) Hilti DX 350
- Water Cooled Tormek Grinder- Blador Buffer, 3600 RPM - Clarke HO Plus
14 Drawer Top Tool Box - Clarke 16 Drawer Bottom Chest (Black & Gold) Craftsman Stack On, Etc., Tool Chests - Air Impacts, Chisels, Shears,
Sanders & Grinders - Tap & Die Set - 0 Ring Kits - Sheet Metal Tools - (20+)
Crescent Wrenches - Line Wrenches (Several) - Files, Hex Wrenches, Sets
- Wrenches, Ratchets, Sockets, Sets (USA)
Gear Pullers - Hammers, Channel Locks Impact Sockets, Sets - Lights - Hose Reels Crowfoot Sockets - Floor & Bottle Jacks Paint Guns - Guardian Shock Collar System
w/2 Collars (Transmitters) - Electric. Wire,
Pullers, Boxes, Conduit, Etc. - Plumbing
Tools - Brand New Whittpool Bathtub - Brand
New Shower

NEW Construction to
be completed by March
1st. 3BR 2BA, large
family room, master
bath has whirlpool and
separate shower, eat in
ktiohen, covered front
porch. 1,728 sq. living
feet, Pella windows,
laminate and carpet
floonng, 2 car garage.
TimberTrails subdivision off Robertson ad.
S.293-0139

Cheap Cars
*86 Satan $800.00
•96 Lumina $2,900
.97 Grand-Am $3.900
.92 LaSabre !mt. 80k
$3,900
Jenkins Auto Sales
(270)227-5997

L.} tin Grose.
4S5 It. road liontag,
ciq natural gas.
495 Lilt% fence Rd
*(,(,l I • 753-9(32
All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intentioe to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discnmination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
that
all
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
'opportunity basis."

PARKED cars: '95 Ford
Windstar, good engine
and transmission, front
end
wrecked. '92
Plymouth
Acclaim,
good body & interior,
running engine, needs
work. 270-293-5820
'06 Nissan Sentra,
automatic, $11,900
'99 Town & Country
LXI, leather, loaded,
$4,750 753-1522 or
227-6280
2003 Chevy Malibu.
Warranty,
loaded,
excellent
condition
56.000 270-994-4864
500
Iliad Trucks

Steven J. Bunch - Auctioneer•Roy Bunch
PO Box 175 • Wing°, Kentucky 42088
Phone (270)376-2992 • Mobile (270) 748-8080
www.bunchbrothers.com

1999
Sea
Ray
Bownder with trailer.
18-1/2', 1999 Merc 190
HP motor, good condition. $8,500. Call
227-1588 or 759-1424
Services Offered
UN%
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 moue senvice
Res.. Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
AFFORDABLE
Home Repair
Sagging oors to
leaking roofs.
We do it all.
Call Greg Collins
21113-491I4
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal etc Insured

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

MURRAY Store arid
Lock presentfy has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

HELP WANTED

JD 9960 Picker, 4 Row folios
KBH Intermediate 32' Module Builder "Like lime
KBH Bole Buggy • Planting - Tillage Empdp
JO PM Hardee • MI • KU • Red Ball Case M
'311 Volvo Day Cab Road Tractor
VI Hopper Bbn 32' Trailer
Ford F-450 Service Truck Aid Muck Merit!
For krtermation Cali Mr. WIllmns PI 731-431-0451
Visit - on merw-Jammevartsmatm.omm
Fest- 1.114citaarais AL Itisitaallaill

Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
provided. Financial aid
if qualified. Call 866858-2121
www.OnlineTidewaterT
ech.com
INSURANCE
*Attention Seniors:
Medicare plans available in KY, pays for
hospital, doctor, etc.
Subsidized by government at no cost to you
in most counties. Call
Jason 800-230-4161
MEDICAL
*New power wheelchairs. scooters.
Absolutely no cost to
you. Call toll tree. 1800-354-2066

*Sates/ Estate
Planning: Sales Pros
Wanted' We offer qualified leads, complete
training & support. 2
sales a week =
$96,600/yr. Call 1-866769-7964

*Mobile Homes
$19,900 new singles
and $39,900 new doubles, energy efficient,
unbeatable deals,
financing available,
payments cheaper than
rent, call today
(502)867-1770
REAL ESTATE
*Free List of land bargains all over the US. 1
to 1000+ acres. Chose
coastal, waterfront &
mtn acreage all at bargain prices. Go to
NationalLand
Partners.com/ky
*Lake Access Bargain
1+ acres, $34.900 with
FREE Boat Slips!
RARE opportunity to
own land on spectacular 160,000 acre recreational lake! Mature
oak & hickory, park-like
setting with lake
access. Paved rd,
underground utilities
Excellent financing.
Prime waterfronts available. Call now 1-800704-3154, x917

'New Log Home$69,900- Lake access
Services Offered
to Norris Lake with
'''
,
5
NXI1CNEER
1
REA
ESTATE
MB
2000 sq ft. log home
J
FAtCYFA1111 KY-270-623-8466 'IC
R
1 436-5141 A-AFFORD- package. East TN near
RC TN VC# 930•TN FIRM #2281 "
ABLE Hauling. Clean Knoxville, Gatlinburg &
out garages, gutters, Smokies. 800-7709311 ext.1963
.
..junk & tree work.
.7er-d191-hTiti=1;fliHT=,..1.

AMES R. CASH

A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
) 437-3044.

(.48N-1I-TC71r1147101%r
Sat. Feb. 3rd AT 10:00 A.M.
Mtfirma:NEAR STANTON TN "Keeling Cemommitr
From Covington,TN Take Hwy 59 Southeast 12
Miles To Hwy 70-79 'Mason Turn Left And
Proceed Northeast 3 5 Miles To Keeling Road
Turn North 2 Miles To Sale Site'
18 Mlles Southwest Of Brownsville, TN
Partial Listing - Highlights
NIGNUNITS - PARTIAL USTIN6...
"VERY NICE EQUIPMENT"
TRAVOIS• 2-A ORO 11F1Ws vr/2110 & 251111 lirs, Ms
.144* CM,Use Ibis s1/21 LaMar
'04.1 INS Mar,II Inv brae Pomli Neap NI Fee Ms
101113r Meade kilts• We Buggy • KR MI6 bed
Tee Uks Nee Kruse 24' Ueleters • lisp Equipment
JO • Case IN • DM • Nerd • S&N • Ill
NOM PM Trader • Frisked Aim Imp • Spreads That
Comp& Sonwnat Mg IISA-Mk Lenin A OW
Visit - sr verw.isonstosraiesti.ssen
For IF.111cit moms 1111. liertai MsI I

R

FANCY PAWKY-270-623-8466 RI,
TqF CEL( Al IltliPT,r

102 CROSSF1ELD
NEW AND READY TO MOVE INTO!4BR. 3.5BA, granite.
tile, crown molding, oversized garage plus much more! $275,00o

*Experienced
Mechanic, Louisville
Area.: Semi-Trailer
Repair. Must have own
hand tools. 40 Hrsi
week. Start $8-$10/ hr.
502-637-7627.

rez-,7(4ri7117.-:

ri giqb

270-752-0313

*Sawrrfills from only
$2,990. Convert your
logs to valuable lumber
with your own
Norwood portable
band sawmill. Log
sludders also available
MAW! norwoodindustnes.com. Free
Information: 1-800578-1363 ext.300N

*Instructors Spencenan College
(Lexington) has immediate openings for full
and part-time faculty in
Engineering/CAD
;7,7
ll'Il.k..411111l.
111.111i 1.11
(Civil, Mechanical,
Architectural),
(A.L.TCTIC:01%/ ) Requires Bachelor's
Fri. Feb. 9th AT 10:00 A.M. degree in related field
and demonstrated
awl MO=Elm!Near Humboldt, TN
expertise in field of
From The NE Edge Of Humboldt Along Hwy
study. Send resume
70-79 1 12 Mile East Of The Jct Of Hwy 45W By
to kwhalen @spencerPass & Hwy 70-79 Take Warren Luck Maden
Rd N 8/10 Mile To Breece Rd Turn Right An. ian.edu or CAD
Proceed East 1.2 Mile'
Instructor Opening,
1575 Winchester
Partial Listing - Highlights
Road, Lexington, KY
171AC7ARS -.ID MI • JO MO - Cabs, Ob • £45-S
40505. EOE
A 9500 Combine villirr Assist 922 & 444 Beads

JAMES R. CASH
[it
-.:;.::',EFIREALESTATEVIM

Now renting
Located at 720 S 4thSt.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

MOBILE HOMES

06 Ford F150 4x4
Supercrew XLT. 3K
miles, Red wl tan interior 767-4225
1988 Chevy pickup. 1/2
ton, short wheel base,
4.3L V6, one owner,
very good condition,
with topper. Call
270-759-3073

BUILDINGS

•Spencertan Coliege
(Lexington) has full and
part-time teaching
opportunities in
Electronic Engineenng
and Computer
Engineering. Requires
Associate Degree and
three years experience.
Certification also
required for CE. Send
resume to Jeff Peters,
jpeters0spencenan.ed
u, 1575 Winchester
Rd., Lexington, KY
40505. EOE

•Spencenan College
*Building Sale... Feb/
(Lexington) is hiring
March delivery or
adjunct faculty to teach
deposit holds till
in the Allied Health
Spnng. 25x40x 12
Dept Programs
$4800. 40x60x16
include phlebotomy,
$12,800. Front end
medical assisting, and
optional. Rear end
included. Many Others' medical coding. Must
have 5 years expenPioneer, 1-800-668ence and Bachelor's
5422 or www.proneerdegree preferred
steel.com
,
Contact Knstt Bertrand
-Steel Buildings: 3 can- at kbertrand0spencerceled orders. Brand
ran.edu. EOE
new, still on pallet with
HOME
full warranty. Pay only
IMPROVEMENT
remaining balances.
First come, first serve. •DIRT CHEAP LUMCall for sizes 1-800BER: 7/16" OSB $5.99,
222-6335 x6000
3/4" T&G OSB $12.59;
3/4 ADVANTECH
BUSINESS
$19.39, 2X4 ECON
SERVICES
STUD $1.29; 2X4-16
*Attention
SYP $4.69, 2X6-16
Homeowners: Display
SYP 56.89, 1-877-845homes wanted for vinyl 9663 WWW.GRAHAMsiding, windows, roofs, LUMBER.COM
baths. Guaranteed
INSTRUCTIONAL
financing! No payments until Summer
*Attend College Online
2007. Starting at $99
from home 'Medical,
month. Call 1-800-251- 'Business, 'Paralegal.
0843
'Computers,'Cnminal

*Can You Dig It?
Heavy Equipment
School. 3 +A training
program Backhoes,
Bulldozers, Trackhoes
Local tob placement.
You could be digging
dirt this weekend Cart
866-362-6497

STEVEN J. BUNCH - AUCTIONEER

2005 Vino Scooter
<3,000 miles $1,100
227-5759

Iliad Cars

Grey's

Rooms For Rent

if, TN.
A.

No pets
go

with

270-293-5221

2BR house, lease &
deposit required.
270-753-4109

▪ Rent

your pas ment
Call 761-4558,
ask for Kristin.

1998 2-door. 2-whee
drive.
red
Tahoe
$8,000 Call 227-1588
or 759-1424

Properties, LLC.

pets

lake on
$170
s avail>406

111.11, 1.1 Likl

TRACTOR & TRAILER; Massey Ferguson MF-35 3 pt. Hitch, PTO, Spin
Out Wheels, Continental Gas, New Tires, Radiator, SN 716741 - 14'
Haulmark Enclosed Trailer, Single Axle

=rdrilT6
A i.Tr:p.="4'i

I currently have 3 clients wishing to

2BR bock in county
App furnished. No
pets 753-0728 or
994-3308

Newer
2-8488

\I I
I I 1I I
I/I 11 I lI I II

Rhino 660 Limited Edition 4x4, w/Independent Suspensior
Windshield, Dump Bed, 27x9R14 Wheels & Tires, Top Header, Lights.
Winch, only 241 Miles, Loaded!

WANTED HOUSES WITH LAND

call

or Riot

CROSSFIELD.
$260,000 OBO. 4BR,
2.5BA. Approx 3,000
SF. Beautiful home on
Awesome lot.
Call 293-6845.

FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183759-1506

home in Calloway County with 5 acres
or more and are wishing to sell, please

nd gets
r new
& preOs
to

***OWNER
Financing***
No credit check. 2BR
IBA, $5,000 down,
$595 month. 1758
Radio Rd., Almo, Call
Ruthie 270-753-1011

CUTIE quiet 3/4BR on
2 acres. 3.8 miles
south. $63,000.
293-5211

purchase a small farm. If you have a

or Sala

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

Saturday, February 3rd • 9:00 a.m.

Check us

ADAMS ELECTRIC,
Licensed & Immured
it/WM:Mini
*Commercial
•ladettriel *Remodel
Call DIP Adonis
(270)293-8192
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms. vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
8, water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
Of (270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEBBER Flooring.
Carpet, vinyl, laminate,
hardwood and tile.
293-9340
SEMI-RETIRED carpenter. Small jobs welcomed R.L. Woods
753-9440

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
ri#1 Truck Driving
School Training drivers
for England, Swift &
Werner Dedicated
Runs available
Starting Salary
550.000+ Home weekends' 1-800-883-0171
A-50
•$$Class-A Dnversii$.
Terminals in Clarksville
TN, Georgetown and
Owensboro KY area
Flatbed and van
freight, planned
reloads, excellent pay,
benefits, and hometime. KYTN Flatbed/
Van, Call 866-4177387. Ohio based
vans... call 888-6738726 x260
•Dnver- $5K Sign-On
Bonus for experienced
teams, Temp control,
Dedicated (guaranteed
miles) Regional (home
weekly). Solos. Teams.
CDL-A Grads, UP,
0/0s. Covenant
1866)684-2519 EOE
-Driver- ASAP 3643cpriV $1.20pm + sign
on bonus $0 lease
NEW trucks. CDL-A +
3 mos OTR 800-6358669
•Dnver Don't just start
your career, start it
nghti Company
Sponsored CDL
Training in 3 weeks
Must be 21 Have
CDL" Tuition reimbursement' CRST 800553-2778
•Dnver Flatbed SMALL
company, BIG pay
Starting up to 46cpm.
Guaranteed Homettme,
Three weeks vacation,
lease purchase,
BC/BS, 6 months expenence required. 800441-4271 ext.KY-100
•Dnver- Knight
Transportation- Come
Join the winningest
Trucking Company in
Amenca... Just ask
Forbes Magazine. Call
Joyce or Travis to get
you moving... 888-34E4639. Only 4 mos 0TH
experience required.
Owner Ops: 800-4375907
•Dnver: Owner
Operators ONLY
Regional freight from
Louisville. $1.20prn
average! Home often &
weekends. Plates
available_ NOT forced
dispatch. Call Max at
T&T! 1-800-511-0082.
-Dnvers- Class-A CDL
Drivers: Louisville KY
Area, Local Positions
(2 YR Recent Exp
Required) 866-2702665
www.abdnvers.com
•Dnvers Needed. IndyBased Company. 1 yr.
0TH & CDL-A Req.
.38-40 cpm. Home
every weekend. Direct
deposit. 99% no touch
freight. Call Kathi 866543-1234 Opt. 6
www.onlinetransport.co
•No Expenence- No
Job?? No problem!!!
CDL Training- Job
Placement. $740-$940
wk. No money down.
Lodging, meals, transportation. Hiring in your
area today! 1-877-5543800

Services Offered
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions,
roofing.
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding.
•'FREE ESTIMATES"
Call (270)753-1499 or
l731)247-5464
icrobertsonawk.net
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured
489-2839

G8T Homebuilders
•
(am Arca •s
Orwell I hinting Dees Soling
Fromm Wuiiu5 & hilt

Need help
Promoting your Business?
Call us Ile wi be gim to help.
Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

CIASSIFIEDS

613 • I huriday. February 1, 2007

Murray Ledger &

HAWS WASI I
MA\ 1(.1.111 \ I
pick
•&
•• I Kali,. “.1,0.1./epaaied
'759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

WILL PICK UP
Most scrap mowers,
tillers *balsam
dryers and metal
darns tot the cams.

270-227-2864

JOE'S JOBS
lilt

tutlo Pit maim
L.‘mstruction
twit.
Inisrirt11 -• .
149

.1.
\

pluiuihing, .1
yard stick
Seilloi II 11,11..
753-044 •

f

THE Murray Ledger &
rinses considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own flak Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responstlyirty whatsoever for their
activities

LEE S Carpet
Cleaning

FRIDAY MORNING
A II
11811114K 2 2
Caairet
1
,0~
0C421
Oree.
.
eammiurit, weets
.
0i/4,2p/ie.

iVoo4z CaPed‘rf de
ogle

ROOF
•Emergenc Water
•
Removal •

LEAKING?
Call a
professional

435-4645

753-5827

Check us out
on the Web!

matteet to
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commuirtry, ireamNeet
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Horoscope

have requested it since the war
in Iraq began nearly four years
ago_
Evans said he didn't know
how many copies of Maxim
have been sent to troops in Iraq.
or if the magazines were sent
free of charge without soldiers
requesting them.
"We congratulate Lifeway on
their much-needed Lifetxix project for soldiers overseas,- Evans
said. "The soldiers have wntten
to us by the thousands about the
Popular movies. TV shows,
DVDs they.. read about in Maxim
that they wish they could be seeing hack home.”
Eon Campbell spokesman
Terry Webster said troops get
reading matenal from families
and church groups, but they are
not allowed to receive pornographic material in Iraq.
"Basically everybody has
different taste and choices in
reading material... Webster said.
"It they don't want to read a cerdon't hase
tain publicatii n.
to read that.”

by Jacqueline Bluer

pull from conflicting planetary degree that you might feel as if
energy Rise above the immedi- you are in a pressure cooker.
You have many thoughts and
ate and you might be surpnsed
'1111.1
by -what you see. Study new ideas. Express them in a manner
ways to handle situations. in which others can hear -- that is
mdc lkru
amid g11,00. as .t
news with a if you realty want to get your
re.1111 Yon'
nweht Notes.. Tonight: Swap
message across. Tonight: In the
friend.
limelight, whether you like it or
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
'
*** You find that no matter
not
which direction you go. you are SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
forced to take a hard look at **** Though many around
financial demands You can only
you could be off on a tangent or
flipping over a situation, you are
,Jo and spend so much
Understanding your limits might able to maintain an overview. As
he more important than you real- a result, you will flow through
what could be a wild Full Moon.
•ze. Tonight Practice saying the
Discuss a personal situation
word fio •
more deeply. Tonight: Try someLEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** The Full Moon highlights thing different.
you The Lion feels empowered
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
but by the reactions of others, it **** Others want to be clear
and express their feelings. The
might be difficult to determine
I hi st.irs. Sbus ihr Kind nil, Tap jnto your creativity and don't truth is, you might have had
internalize others attitudes
enough of someone's erratic
ti
Non II 11.e% c.
Soddenly a close associate behavior, especially financially.
starts talking -- finally Tonight. How you express these feelings
might point in the direction this
Paint the town red
bond is heading. Tonight A oneVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
** Sometimes knowing when on-one talk.
• 1,irik•,
to head for the hills might be
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-F0b. 18)
MIII ill
more important than hanging in *** Others cannot help but
t11,1111
there Recognize when you are challenge you. Perhaps you
Ill
I
rri a lose-lose situation, and pull might be a bit too secure, and
Ill
Others will talk and others see you as haughty. Go
back
00 ii
express
themselves more as a off and do something for yourip
result Tonight Not to be found'
self Book a long weekend trip,
or perhaps buy a new book or
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
TAURUS i April 20-May 201
**** You might be able to CD Tonight: Let others do their
•.
•• ii,'
, (iflvInce others to relax Pitch in
thing.
and make someone's problems PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
'e
le,s pronounced You find that *** You have a way with
many people have very different words that makes logic and
, :tde A
ideas Listen and accept You sense of perhaps the most comdon t have to play judge and jury plicated situations. Your ability to
• honestly' Tonight Where the follow through could define your
gang is
success or how a key authority
GE MINI ;May 21 -June 201
figure views you. Tonight: Get
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
• •
** Pressure builds to such a some exercise.
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COMICS / FEATURES
Man who impregnates teen
brings out readers' wrath

Murray Ledger & Times
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10 years ago
John K. Bullheimer, 75, died
Irons injuries sustained when hit
by a car while walking on the
• side of the road just south of
Nem Mt. Cannel Baptist Church
about 6 p.m. Jan. 30.
Josh Herndon, son of Danny
and Gail Herndon, has been chosen as a member of the 1997
Kentucky Music Educators Association (KMEA) All State Men's
Chorus on Feb. 8 at Louisville.
John Salter of Murray has been
appointed as district deputy grand
master to oversee eight local lodges
of Free and Accepted Masons in
'Calloway and Marshall counties.
Births reported include a boy
to Walter and Tina Procter, Jan.
21.
IA years ago
Published are pictures taken at
Jeanette Storey's Second Outdoor
• Sport Show being held at the
West Kentucky Exposition Center. The photos were by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
Also pictured is Janice Devine
being sworn in as postmaster of
• Dexter Post Office by Pat Allen,
postal system examiner of Evansville, Ind. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Scott Wilson.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers won 49-42 over Hickman County Lady Falcons in a
basketball game. High scorer for
the Lakers was Christy Anderson.
30 years ago
"The energy conservation plan
adapted by the City of Murray is
the most compluensive and best
program submitted to this date,"
said Damon Harrison, conunissioner of Kentucky Department
of Energy.
Calloway County High School
Speech Team, coached by Larry
England, won 634-452 at the
'speech tournament held at Rus„sellville High School.
Murray State University Racers lost 71-90 to Austin Peay

Governors in a basketball game
Grover Woolard was high scorer
for Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Randy Wilson,
Dec. 28; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Palmer, Jan. 9.
40 years age
•
Willard Ails of Murray has
been elected president of the Kentucky Pharmaceutical Society at
a meeting held at Lexington.
Paul Sturm. supervisor of
Wildlife Management for Tennessee Valley Authority in Land
Between the Lakes, was instructor for a Wildlife Management
study for a group of 13 boy scouts
from Murray.
Joe E. Boyd of Murray has
enlisted in the United States Navy.
according to Chief William R.
Moody, naval recruiter at Paducah
Rev. Cecil Kirk, director of
Wesley Foundation at Murray State
University, spoke about -Today's
Religions" at a meeting of the
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
50 years ago
James R. Brown, fire control
technician second class, United
States Navy, is serving aboard the
radar picket destroyer USS Southernland with the seventh fleet in
the Far East.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie R. Miller, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Horn and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brandon.
In games of the Calloway County High School Basketball Tournament, Kirksey Eagles won 51-45 over New Concord Redbirds
with high scorers being Darnell
for Kirksey and Buchanan for
New Concord; Lynn Grove Wildcats won 78-64 over Hazel Lions
with high scorers being Warren
for Lynn Grove and Duncan for
Hazel.

DEAR ABBY: 1 artt one of
your many male readers.
Regarding "Betrayed in the
Midwest' (Dec. 27), whose
fiance,'Reid,' impregnated her

is innocent and needs care as
well.
CONCERNED
HEALTH CARE PROVIDER,
PHOENIX
DEAR
CONCERNED:

younger sister, "Lindy," there
are at least two major issues
that the writer should consider about this
man.
No.
I:
He's an adult
who had sex
with
a
minor. In all
states that I
know
of,
this is a
Dear Abby C rime,
reportable to
Child ProBy Abigail
tective SerVan Buren
vices and to
the law, and it's punishable.
It amounts to statutory rape.
Reid is thedguilty party here.
Lindy is a victim and should
not feel punished in any way.
No. 2: Reid had unprotected sex with Lindy, which means
he disregarded the health and
safety of not only the girl, but
also his fiance and himself.
With whom else is he sexually active? Who knows what
risks he has exposed all of
them to?
Your advice to "Betrayed"
was right on. She needs to
distance herself and her sister
from him as far as possible,
as soon as possible. I hope
that she'll continue to care for
her sister, who obviously needs
good parenting and role modeling. I hope she also realizes
that the child of this situation

Many readers were up in arms
after reading that letter. They
wrote and e-mailed to say that
Reid belongs in jail as a
pedophile. However, the age
of consent is not the same in
every state, and in the state
where "Betrayed" lives, it is
16. (Lindy is 17.) Therefore,
although Reid is a manipulative jerk with no conscience,
he is not a "child molester.'
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: From the
sound of it, Lindy is probably just a lonely, orphaned
child looking for some attention. Reid is a user, and neither woman needs him in her
life. You failed to point out
that a man who has been "carried financially" by someone
is not "well off," nor does age
equal maturity. Lindy is probably on her own if she chooses to raise a baby with him.
If she cares about her sister,
"Betrayed" should dump Reid
and have a frank discussion
with the girl about alternatives
to raising the baby herself. - ELIZABETH IN UPPER
DARBY, PA.
DEAR ABBY: I am a high
school teacher. The majority
of my pregnant teen girls have
boyfriends who are much older.
This is the result of absent or
divorced parents, or parents
who must work several jobs
to make ends meet. It is also
the result of low expectations
of female children and the
media-led sexualization of
young girls at an early age.
Sometimes it makes me want
to scream! -- CRANKY
ADULT IN CALIFORNIA
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Feb. 1, the
32nd day of 2007. There are 333
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 1, 2003, the space
shuttle Columbia broke up during
re-entry, killing all seven of its crew
members.
On this date:
In 1861, Texas voted to secede
from the Union.
In 1920, the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police came into exisEt Ak.Et V ES
LAIDU MY GLASSES
Cctattki APAtT

U

tence.
In 1943, one of America's most
highly decorated military units of
World War II, the 442nd Regimental Combat Team, made up
almost entirely of Japanese-Americans. was authorized.
In 1946, Norwegian statesman
Trygve Lie was chosen to be the
first secretary-general of the United Nations.
In 1960, four black college
students began a sit-in protest at
a lunch counter in Greensboro,

N.C., where they'd been refused
service.
In 1968, dunng the Vietnam
War. Saigon's police chief(Nguyen
Ngoc Loan) executed a Viet Cong
officer with a pistol shot to the
head in a scene captured by Associated Press photographer Eddie
Adams and NBC News.
In 1979, Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini received a tumultuous
welcome in Tehran as he ended
nearly 15 years of exile.
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recent articles concerning treatment of neuropathy. I would
like to share with you and your
readers my success with the
use of veterinary liniment. I
use it nightly on the bottom of my
feet
to
relieve the
burning and
intense pain.
After
my
six-month
chemotherapy treatment
Dr. Gott for
ovarian
cancer, the
By
burning and
Dr. Peter Gott
pain in my
feet became unbearable. After
exhausting many treatments, as
well as Neurontin and daily
pain medication. I decided to
try rubbing my feet with this
topical antiseptic, which stimulates circulation in the areas
where applied. To my great
delight, it eased the pain and
burning almost immediately. It
is well worth the effort, and
the slight smell fades quickly.
I know this sounds strange,
or at least my oncologist thought
so, but believe me. I have found
great relief in my feet and legs
with this product. I purchased
a 16-ounce bottle at the local
Feed and Seed store for about
S I O. Of course, you can also

that patients need further infor-

mation about possibly effective,
inexpensive and safe remedies.
Do all of these "leads" work
out? No, of course not, but at
least readers are receiving some
feedback. To those reactionaries who argue that I am yet

another kook. I respond by
reminding them that I have
addressed the alternative-therapy school with a great deal of
skepticism during my 4() years
of solo practice, and it takes a
lot to convince me otherwise.
as readers - bless their hearts
— have done on several occasions.

rub your sore knees and the small
of your back with it with good
results.
If you would share this with

I have never used veterinary
liniment, so my experience with
it is zero. However, if it is
more effective in relieving pain
than are the prescription drugs,
I am accomplishing my goal:
to make readers happier and
healthier.
DEAR DR.GOTT:You gave
short shrift to the pump in your
comments
prostate
about
removal.
I am 84. and 14 years ago
I had prostate cancer and had
it removed. I never would have
had an erection again if my.
urologist hadn't introduced my
wife and me to the pump.
Before my wife sickened and
ultimately died four years ago,
she said that the pump sex was
the best we ever had. I agreed.
From the time I was young.
I had been a "Wham, barn.
thank you. ma'am" lover. I
quickly had an ejaculation and
was through. With the pump. 1
had multiple orgasms, and the

your readers, perhaps others can
find some relief this way.
DEAR READER: As has
become my habit. I am publishing letters from some readers who have had success with
alternative therapy. I believe

feeling was as complete and
satisfying as any I ever had.
DEAR READER: Thank
you for sharing your success.
The pump is certainly an option
for many men. I'm sorry for
the "short shrift."

get legal papers on paternity
and financial support activated on the "father." He had
admitted it. at least to the two
women. She does not have to
wait until the child is born to
go to court.
Too many women wait until
the child arrives, often existing on welfare, then try to
fight the red tape to track
down the man responsible. It
doesn't have to wait. This suggestion is for Lindy and any
other woman in her predicament. Sadly, there are far too
many these days. I don't even
want to start on "what's the
world coming to ..." -- KICK'IM-WHERE-IT-HURTS
IN
IDAHO
DEAR KICK 'IM: And
often where they feel it the
most is in the wallet.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4 A Q 1083
WK J 74
•K 6 5
WEST
EAST
•64
•I 9 5 2
6
3
1110 8
IIIQ 9 2
•8 7
• 3
•KQ.162
4A 9 7 4
SOUTH
•K 7
IF A 5
•A Q 10 94 2
10 53
The bidding:
South
West
North East
1•
Pass
10
Pass
2•
2W
Pass
Pass
Pass
3•
5•
Pass
6•
Opening lead
king of clubs.
41

Point count is undoubtedly a valuable crutch to lean on when trying to
reach the best contract. But other key
factors can prove even more useful to
experienced players.
Consider this case where South
got to six diamonds on the sequence
shown. True,each player had only 13
high-card points opposite his partner's 13, and it usually takes more
high-card strength than that to produce a slam,

But North went out of his way to
pinpoint both his high-card strength
and his 5-4-3-1 distribution, and his
graphic description of both did not
fall on deaf ears.
Although South could not see his
partner's hand, he realized that North
had represented a holding of five
spades and four hearts because he
had bid spades first. South also r-cognized from partner's third-roluk:
leap to fist: diamonds that he had at
least three diamonds — and therefore could ThOi possibly has e more
than one club.
And so, while it might seem that
South should have been more deep')
concerned about his three club losers
before undertaking a slam with hi.
minimum-looking hand, the fact is
that he was resting on very solid
ground when he decided to bid six.
As pays off so often in bridge. South
paid much more attention to what he
heard than what he saw
It b quite likely that many pair,
including some long-standing pannerships, would fail to reach this
excellent slam. The chief reason
might be North's failure to describe
his 5-4-3-1 pattern, which is the crux
of the matter, or it might he due to
South's failure to recognize the message his partner was imparting. In
any case, the deal highlights the
enormous importance of close partnership rapport.
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Veterinary liniment
treats neuropathy

DEAR ABBY: I strongly

agree with your advice about
kicking the deadbeat fiance out
and, if she can handle it, allowing Lindy to live with her
until she is 18 and graduates
from high school. However, I
would advise "Betrayed" to go
one step further.
If Lindy chooses to keep
her child, start imenediatetp to

S. •CO
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WHERE'S MY )
BALL Of YARN-0
HEY...

Strong

1 Very
6 Scft warn
11 Messy
13 Lionhearted
14 Satisfied sigh
15 Crusty dessert
16 Reaction to a
mouse
17 Locomotive
briefly
18 Not hither
20 Of greater age
22 Sweater letter
23 Overcharge,
slangily
25 Went first
26 Flower part
27 Capsize, with
over
29 Add water
31 Wiedersehen
33 Unpaid
34 Slammed
37 Frat-party
Orders
40 Waikiki setting

41 Do yard work
43 Playing marbles
45 Glory in 'Mad
Dog arid Glory'
46 Destined
48 Oil opposite
49 NATO member
50 $1 000.000
slangily
51 Forest grazer
53 Polynesian
plant
54 Tnbute
56 Comfort
58 Firms up ones
muscles
59 Legends
DOWN
1Whanies
2 Detach
3 Strike - rich
4 Friendly advice
5 Adams Of
McClurg
6 Tea-(eaves
reader
7 Peeve
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Safety seat checks make roads
a little safer for little ones
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The Kentucky Transportation
(abinet's Department of Transportatron Safety has been traveling throughout the region this
week performing tree child sale•
ty seat checks. according to
Keith [odd, public infonnatiyin
officer tor 1)istrici l'hie and
rwl) with the Kentucky Ifepart nient of transportation in Rei
(Band
l-ehruary is Child Passen
ger Safety Month and Ken
I ucky 's I/rise Stuart program
plans to %Isla 26 cities through
%tut the month. Itkld said
luesda'N •••att:t., he.ks III
\Iurra wire held al 1)Nalfl 1.4!.
Ihe
11.1('lies WIC((
C‘CIII %h a. sponsored h!, Dro.e
'tItian Keiinur. k the Kenai(It
Department ot VetuL k Etiltiik.euncut. the Muirt,i Ptilit.t: Depart
mem. the Caltov,as, Lottrit
`Awn!, s ()like and the Mar-hall ('omit \ Health Depait
nem It i n, hided ciii led ct. h
1 he depart
ii ii I nom cat Ii
meit.
toI vie Past hall
.4 the !slai shall C011111‘ Health
I >epaltIllt.-111 tsplokCpC1,011 tot
41 the te,hiii
iris reifor-iiiim. the .IieLks
,..nyleied a ;2ti III 1 .1111 lit' h r ill
sNIR.
ORAL- alelit lii!
c'‘ s.
•liii ‘.11LuN.
,111,•C h 1,•1.1/ tilt nih S h ,1
• till!, it 11(ellt1 I here IS AI.,
Aation ,It ttw
I tepartineut she added
\ lihough tIre 'lumber
• I! WI. ,f •1:hl5 uuistiliiiI ',CAI, (14.11
•Ce ha, ihti Ii titi is i. Me
.it numbers in the
,till
lii It 'P peRent range
I he‘
-ri he 111,1.111ed 1111pil•pt.11 1•PI
WOW! i•1 I Cask•IIN. htll Weft:

are a few reasons that top the
others," she explained.
Among the reasons cited by
Paschall were failure to follow instructions, utilization of
the sanous seat belt systems
in vehicles or using recalled
child safety seats
"We want to urge parents
and other adults to use eVreme
caution when purchasing child
satet seats 'hey need to make
sure there are no recalls or
isossitile defects When buying
.1 used seal front a place such
as a thrift store, residents need
to make sure they are free of
detects and will he ready for
use
Meadows, public
Barry
affairs olticer with the Kentucky
State Police at Post One ut
Mayfield ii,,ted that install,'
non it the child safety seats
may he more complicated than
Man> residents might think

We want to educate parents
as to the proper installation
and use of such seats. Seat
belts are made for the adults,
so children need to be cared
for properly," he said.
According to the KSP Web
site, any driver of a motor
yehicle, when transporting a
child of 40 inches in height
or less in a motor vehicle operated on the roadways, streets,
and highways of this stall.
shall have the child properly
secured 111 a child restraint systent of a type meeting federal motor vehicle safety standards_
Any person who violates the
provisions of Kentucky's Child
Restraint Law shall be fined
$50, the Web site reported.
With court costs added, the
penalties can run e%en higher.
It Ka. noted.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Certified technicians from various city. county and state organizations were at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet-GMC-Toyota in Murray Tuesday to perform free child seat safety checks. According
to officials, a majority of all child seats are improperly installed. Pictured above, Paul Doublin,
an officer with the Kentucky Vehicle Enforcement Police examines a seat for Sonya Luffman
and her one-year-old son, Gavin.
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